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Overview of Study Result(Japanese Companies Issues & Business Feasibility in Target Area)

Executive summary

3, Investment 
Issues & 

Requirement
of Japanese 
Companies

P48 ~ P60

 Automotive OEMs are accumulated in 
Ahmedabad surroundings and investment by 
many Japanese companies is expected. By 
2023, 1,500 acres of Industrial land will be in 
scarcity and which implies for high demand 
for industrial land in future.1,Investment 

Environment of 
Target area

P7 ~ P37

[Issues]
 Existing Japanese companies has raised issues such as 

insufficient road infrastructure, industrial land scarcity, human 
resources scarcity in target area. 

 Based on questionnaire conducted to Japanese companies 
planning to invest in target area are;

 Investment issues 1)Employee recruitment, 2) Improvement of 
social infrastructure for Japanese and Indian employees. 

[Investment Requirements]
 Mostly infrastructure services like security surveillance, common services 

like employee commuting buses, recruitment, residence, fire station, 
hospitals etc. were answered in the questionnaire by existing Japanese 
companies for necessary  infrastructure and services for enhancing 
Japanese investment in the target region.

4, Investment 
Feasibility

for Japanese 
Investors

P61 ~ P87

[Investment Feasibility]
 As Japanese Industrial Estate Township development depends on future 

production expansion of automotive OEM and investments by Japanese 
companies in the target region, keeping development of 50 acres of Plug & 
Play Business Model which would facilitate to enhance investments of 
Japanese companies, review for feasibility and improving profitability 
(including provision of state govt. support) will be on agenda.

 in Plug & Play Business Model is equipped with common services and 
infrastructure upmost requirement of Japanese companies.

 Regarding Japanese Companies and State govt. expects establishment of 
industrial training & skill development institute,

 Consultation on partnership and cooperation with local educational 
institutions, state governments and Japanese organizations will be 
required in the future for concerning institute that should be established 
at Sanad III industrial estate . 

[Result of Business Assessment]
 In this study, feasibility of development of industrial estate is discussed 

and verified with Japanese & foreign developers and as owing to higher 
acquisition cost the project may not be profitable. 

 The practical approach would be to develop the Industrial area in "Plug 
and Play" Model and simultaneous conducting other related businesses.

2, Competitive 
Advantage 

in comparison 
to other Industrial 

Estates

P38 ~ P47

[Present Situation]
 Many Japanese companies are accumulated 

in ASEAN’s Japanese Industrial estate as 
Japanese Investor are offering common 
services, human resource training etc. to 
support investments by Japanese companies. 

 There are 17th industrial estates including 
govt. and private in nearby Sanand III area 
which do not provide Full-fledged services.

【Factor to Enhance Japanese Investment】

 Industrial estate development with strong support 
for shared services and infrastructure is 
important as an advantage in attracting Japanese 
companies.

 In order to enhance investment of Japanese 
companies in the future, it is necessary to 
implement Industrial Estate or Plug &Play 
business model by Japanese investors in order to 
secure a superior advantage compared with 
surrounding industrial estates.

Map data ©2019 Google
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Overview of Study Result (For Executing Sanand III Industrial Estate Development) 

Executive summary

5, Development Concept
P87 ~ P90

 Procurement of Land and necessary licenses for 
Sanand III Industrial Estate.

 Donation of Land for human resource development 
institute, supporting related parties to Supporting 
related organizations to create framework for funding.

 Promotion of development of hard infrastructure 
such as roads near Mandal - Becharaj - Sanand.

 Regarding Plug & Play Business supporting model 
within the Sanand III industrial estate, and industrial 
human resources training institution, keeping in mind 
the market trends, evaluation of the business 
feasibility by consulting to state governments and 
cooperating agencies with the aim of launching 
business in FY 2021.

 Continuing support towards the industrialization of 
Gujarat State including Sanand III industrial Estate.

 Establishment of support system necessary for 
establishment of industrial human resources 
development. 

 Execution of Plug & Play Model in 
Japanese Industrial Township (612 ha) 
in Sanand III Industrial Estate by 
Japanese Investor will facilitate 
various hard and soft infrastructure 
conditions required by Japanese 
companies.

 The concept is maximizing investment 
by Japanese companies by providing 
facilities which are not offered in 
nearby industrial estates.

 State govt. has procured 80% of Sanand III Industrial 
estate land. 

 Though there is huge issues with land acquisition in 
India, but as govt. has already acquired land risk is 
low comparatively and  Japanese companies can 
start operations on acquiring respective licenses

 The production trends of Japanese auto OEMs in the 
region will affect timing of entering Japanese 
companies, so it is necessary to pay attention as an 
industrial estate investor.

8,Expections 
towards State 
Government

P101

7,Schedule
P102

9,Expectations
Towards
Japanese 

Government
P101

6,Various Risks
P98
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Index

(1) Analysis of the business environment of target areas p. 7

(2)
Competitive Advantage of Target Area over other industrial estates in India 
and surrounding areas

p. 38

(3) Environment and factors attracting Japanese companies p. 48

(4)
Business feasibility/profitability, implementation method, 
risk analysis, issue identification of business related
to industrial estates, etc.

p. 61

(5) Benefits for Japan and India p. 103

(6)
Verification of the infrastructure required to attract Japanese
companies and the possibility of investment by other service providers

p. 108

Introduction Survey summary p. 4
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Survey summary 

Introduction Survey summary and Gujarat State investment environment

P.5
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Study purpose is to consolidate information and make a proposal to realize a business related to industrial estates, etc., in the Sanand area.

Introduction: Purpose of Study

Meeting the growing demand of overseas markets is critical in ensuring the continued growth of our country’s economy. It’s not an exaggeration to say, according to 
Japan Revitalization Strategy Amendment 2015 (published on June 30, 2015), that performance in rapidly growing Asian markets is the key to success in the global 
market. Further, at the Ministerial Meeting on Strategy relating Infrastructure Export and Economic Cooperation held in May 2017, it was pointed out that, in making a 
proposal, it is important to deeply understand the current situation of the counterpart country, to present solutions that resolve various issues in a collective manner, 
and to make the counterpart country fully understand the concept, the technical edge over others, and the credibility of the proposal.

Gujarat State (hereinafter referred to as “GJ State”), where the Sanand area is located, is a major state in India, with Ahmedabad as the state capital and with a 
population of about 6 million for all of GJ State. GJ State's importance is underlined by the fact that Narendra Damodardas Modi, the current Prime Minister of India, 
once served as governor of the state. The population is still growing, and the GJ State ranked 3rd in a survey of states with a favorable business infrastructure in India, 
which presents good opportunities to Japanese companies considering entry into the market.

The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry signed the Memorandum of Cooperation on Public-Private Cooperative Actions towards Further Development of Gujarat 
between METI and the State Government of Gujarat in January 2015. Since then, the ministry held four policy talks with the GJ State government and has been 
deepening its economic relationship with GJ State by positioning it as a strategically important state.

Although the entry of Japanese companies, mainly auto manufacturers, is expected in the Sanand area of GJ State, the sites available within current industrial estates is 
limited. The development of industrial estates for Japanese companies in the area is therefore urgently required.

Considering everything mentioned above, this project aims to consolidate information and to make a proposal to realize a business related to industrial estates, etc., in 
the Sanand area for the purpose of promoting the entry of Japanese companies into GJ State. To be specific, we will identify and analyze the factors necessary for 
developing Sanand-III as an industrial estate exclusively used by Japanese companies (such analysis includes the subjects of the business climate, needs of Japanese 
companies, business feasibility, challenges, etc.) and will consolidate information and make a proposal for the necessary actions to be taken by business operators. We 
will also discuss the possibility of receiving support from the Japanese or local governments in this regard.

Background and purpose (excerpt from the specification document)
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Survey target area is around Ahmedabad

Introduction: Survey target

MOU of “Japan and India Special Program for Make in India” 
in Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj, Gujarat

(Main Specific Activities)
• Development study of “Hybrid type industrial park” provided 

by Japanese companies in lands and infrastructures provided 
by the state government.

• Study of Gujarat State investment promotion program 
(Gujarat Investment Promotion Program (GIPP)) for 
infrastructure development.

• Maintenance of software infrastructure like a human resource 
development, mechanism of problem solving, investment 
promotion activities etc.

Sanand Ⅲ is located around Ahmedabad as survey target area, many automotive manufactures including Japanese 
companies  accumulate in the neighborhood.

・Total area is 1,200k㎡ in Sanand Industrial Park and Kadi district.
*The area excluding Sanand and Kadi is 500k㎡.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Investment environment in India and target area

(1) Analysis of the business environment of target areas

P.8

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc. P.19

Collection of information, study, and analysis required for the proposal (understanding
of the current situation of the target country’s infrastructure, needs and issues of 

the stakeholders of the target country, market size prediction, demand prediction, etc.)
P.27
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Investment environment in India and target area
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India: A huge, diverse country

India: Country Profile

Population

Approx. 1.35405 billion people (2018 United Nations Statistics)

• Roughly double the size of ASEAN

• Second-largest country in the world; forecast to surpass 
China in the 2020s to become the largest country in the 
world

Area

3.287 million sq. km

• 7th largest country in the world by size; approx. 9 times 
the size of Japan; approx. 73% of ASEAN

• Nearly the same area as Europe without Russia

Capital New Delhi

Language
Hindi (official), English (semi-official), and 700 other 
languages

Religions
Hinduism 80.5%, Islam 13.4%, Christianity 2.3%, Sikhism 2.3%, 
Buddhism 0.8%, Jainism 0.4%, etc.

Currency
Rupee (INR)
INR 1 = JPY 1.61; USD 1 = INR 68.55
(As of the end of June 2018)

Government Federal republic (parliamentary democracy)

States 29 states, 7 union territories

Investment environment in India and target area

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK 
based on data from List of Urban Agglomerations, Census 2011 
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The Indian economy in FY 2018 remained steady, with Q1 recorded 8.1% growth.

 Although the real GDP growth rate temporally slowed down YOY by falling below +6% in the first quarter 
(April‒June) of FY2017, it picked up again in the second half of the year.

 The impact of the abolition of high-denomination bank notes in November 2016 and the introduction of GST 
(goods and service tax) in July 2017 is temporary, the Indian economy has been continuously improved since the 
end of FY 2017, and the first quarter of 2018 is real GDP growth recorded a rate of 8.1%

 According to public sources the growth rates of 2018 and 2019 are expected to be +7.4% and +7.8% (YOY), 
respectively, and robust economic growth is expected to continue.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Real GDP growth rate in India (by demand and by quarter) Gross value-added (GVA) growth rate in India (by industry and by quarter)

(* YOY)  GVA is the added value calculated by the aggregation method including depreciation.(* YOY)

Investment environment in India and target area
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The tertiary industry (services industry) is leading the economy of India.

 In terms of industrial structure, tertiary industry (services industry) is leading the economy of India, the share of 
tertiary industry in the GDP is going up year-by-year.

 Population-wise, the number of people engaged in primary industry (agriculture, fishery, and forestry) is still the 
largest.

Industrial structure (industry share) Population by industrial structure

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from Euromonitor and Statista
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Investment environment in India and target area
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Inflation has calmed, and the current account is almost balanced.

 The pace of inflation remains at a low level, and the fiscal deficit remains in the target range. These facts are aiding the stable growth of 
the Indian economy.

 The consumer price index has been going down for a long time since it peaked at +11.2% YOY in November 2013. Although it went down 
to 1.46% in June 2017 due to consumer spending dampened by the introduction of the GST, it went back to the range of +4-5% YOY at 
the beginning of 2018. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI; the central bank of India) has lowered the policy rate gradually since January 
2015, but it increased the rate to 6.5% in August 2018, which is the first time the rate went back to that level since September 2016.

 India's trade balance has been improving for a substantial length of time, and the country's current account in recent years is hovering 
near the balance level, reducing downward pressure on the INR. On the other hand, the rapidly growing consumption of crude oil in 
recent years has increased dependence on imports, which involves the risk of a growing trade deficit.

Consumer price index in India (CPI, contribution by item)

Unit: % (YOY)Unit: % (YOY)

Current account of India

Unit: USD billion

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from the 
RBI and the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MOSPI)

Policy rate (right)

CPI increase rate (left)

Investment environment in India and target area
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Although the long-term selling trend is continuing for the INR

 The INR exchange rate has been declining since around 2010, showing a long-term downward trend against both 
the USD and the JPY.

 The purchasing power parity (PPP) of India has been stable at 0.25‒0.30, with that of US being 1.00, showing that 
the USD/INR exchange rate has recently been remaining at a reasonable level in comparison with the PPP.

 The INR rate (as of January 4, 2019) is 1 USD = 69.54 INR, 1 INR = 1.56 JPY

Market rate of the INR (against the USD and the JPY) Purchasing power parity (PPP) index of India (US=1.00, converted to USD)

PPP index
(Purchasing power of USD = 1.00)

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from Bloomberg and various public sources

Investment environment in India and target area
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Basic information

 GJ State is located in northwest India, adjacent to Mumbai, which is a major area for consumption, and one of the 
DMIC-applied states.

 The state is located in a dry zone and is not suited for agriculture, lead to develop as an area engaged in textiles, 
spinning, diamonds, and trade.

Area 196,063 sq. km

Capital of the state Gandhinagar

Population (2011) 60.4 million people

Population density (per sq. km) 308 people

Number of administrative units 26

Literacy rate 79.31%

State GDP (real) (2016) USD 158.2 billion

City Population Area (sq. km) Literacy rate

Ahmedabad 7,214,255 8,107 85.31%

Gandhinagar 1,391,753 2,140 84.16%

Rajkot 3,804,558 11,198 80.96%

Surat 6,081,322 4,549 85.53%

Vadodara 1,602,424 148.95 78.92%

Dahod 94,578 23 NA

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Investment environment in India and target area



FDI Inflow

 According to the DIPP, FDI inflows to Gujarat totaled US$ 19.16 billion from April 2000 to June 2018.

 The Vibrant Saurashtra Expo and Summit was held in Rajkot in January 2016 and an MOU concerning investment in 
each industrial sector was inked. 

 Domestic companies which have disclosed their investment commitments includes Reliance Industries, Suzlon, Aditya 
Birla Group, and Videocon. Foreign companies who have committed investments includes Rio Tinto, Suzuki and CLP 
Holdings.

 GJ State is the third largest FDI inflow state in India and is active in attracting foreign capital

FDI Inflows
7
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Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Investment environment in India and target area
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Construction 
industry

１

Finance and 
insurance

１２４

Total Companies: 
３８３

Product lease １

Manufacturing
paper and 

paper 
products

１

Manufacturing 
- Non-metal 

products
５

Manufacturing 
– automobile , 
two wheeler

Pottery

２４

２

Manufacturing
- others

４１

Compound 
service 
(postal, 

cooperative, 
association 

etc.)

Transportation

２５

２４

Wholesale ３１

Manufacturing 
– general 
machinery

３

Manufacturing 
– commercial 

machinery
２

Manufacturing 
metal 

products

Manufacturing
- IT products 
and electronic 

products

９

４

Textile 
industry

Steel

１

0

Chemical 
industry

３２

Agriculture, 
forestry, 
fishery

９

Manufacturing
- production 
machinery

４

Manufacturing 
– coal 

products, 
petro 

products

２

Manufacturing
-electronic 
machinery

２６

Retail １

Broadcasting, 
telecommunic

ation etc.

３

Hotel service, 
restaurant

８

List of Japanese companies in Operations in GJ *As of Dec, 2018

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from Embassy of Japan in India sources

Investment environment in India and target area



Area Population

7 million
OEMs (Capacity)

3 OEMs ( 1.2 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&2) 250+
Auto Related Employee

120,000+ *state total

S.M.B. 2022

Area Population

5.5 million
OEMs (Capacity)

7 OEMs (1.2 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&2) 400
Auto Related Employee

271,000* state total

Pune (2015)

Area Population

8.5 million
OEMs (Capacity)

1 OEMs (0.3 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&2) -
Auto Related Employee

100,000 *state total

Bangalore (2015)

Area Population

4.6 million
OEMs (Capacity)

7 OEMs (1.4 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&T2) 200 
Auto Related Employee

311,000 *state total

Chennai (2015)

Area Population

20 million
OEMs (Capacity)

2 OEMs (1.7 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1) 400, (T2)2000 
Auto Related Employee

304,000 *4 states total

Delhi NCR(2015)

Area Population

20 million
OEMs (Capacity)

18 OEMs (3.1 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1) 462, (T2)1,137 

Auto Related Employee

525,000

Bangkok (2015)

Area Population

7.6 million
OEMs (Capacity)

27 OEMs(1.2 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1) 200, (T2)441 
Auto Related Employee

709,000*

Selangor + KL
(2015)

S.M.B is predicted to be the largest automobile cluster in the world with 2 million 4 wheeler production. 
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Area Population

(0.5 + 5.5) million
OEMs (Capacity)

3 OEMs ( 0.7 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&2) 50
Auto Related Employee

62,000 *state total

S.M.B. 2016

*For OEM 
And Suppliers 
Penag are is 
Included.

Area Population

8 million (30% up)
OEMs (Capacity)

4 OEMs ( 2.0 million)

Number of Suppliers

(T1&2) 500+
Auto Related Employee

200,000+ *state total

S.M.B. 2030

S.M.B.(Sanand,Mandal,Becharaji)

Source: Compiled by Mizuho Bank,Ltd based on Annual Survey of Industries of India, , 
Automobile association in Thailand and Malaysia, Census of India 2011

Note: ASI Data includes *NIC(National Industrial Classification 2008) Codes 3 Digit Data:291,292,293,221,231,272,274,309.
Companies having 100 or more workers & all factories covered under Joint Returns are included by ASI Data.

Investment environment in India and target area
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Automobile sector is most promising in S. M. B. area by 2030

Sector Potential Trend in the area Expected number of Japanese factory

Automobile

◎

Four wheeler production capacity in the are is 
expected to be 1.34 million in 2020 and 2.19 
million in 2030.
Major tier 1(400 companies) & 2 (2000 
companies) supplier of automobile may start 
production in this area.

100 - 150

Railway

○

Mumbai – Ahmedabad high speed railway 
project will start from 2018 and may open in 
2023.
As this is based on Japanese Ｅ5 Shikansen, 
related manufacturer may start Make in India.

10 - 20

Electronics

○

There is already a factory of  
Japanese AC brand nearby the area.
Other electronics and related supplier 
(motor / compressor) may come in to 
the area.

10 - 20

FMCG

○

Major Japanese FMCG player will start 
operation in Sanand Ⅱ.
Related material supplier (chemical, material, 
metal) may start local production along with the 
major player.

5 - 10

Investment environment in India and target area

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK
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Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.



Actions taken by the government of India

20

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.

 Formulate policies expected to have an impact on Indian markets and industries on below aspects.
 To improve the industrialization, support by Indian government for human resources development to improve the 

business environment

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Make in India
(25 manufacturing 
industries with special 
focus for promotion)

 These 25 industries were announced as the government's focus areas in which to increase employment and promote 
investment.
Auto parts, automobile, aviation, biotechnology, chemicals, construction, defense manufacturing, electric machines, design & 
manufacturing of electronic systems, food processing, IT & BPM, leather, media & entertainment, mining, petroleum & gas, 
pharmaceuticals, ports & harbors, railways, roads & highways, renewable energy, aerospace, textiles, thermal power generation, 
tourism & hospitality, health

Smart City Mission
(600 million people to live 
in cities)

 In June 2015, the Indian government (Ministry of Urban Development) issued the Mission Statement & Guidelines for Smart 
City Mission (an urban renewal and retrofitting program by the government with the mission to develop 100 smart cities) and 
selected 20 cities for Phase 1 of the mission in February 2016. INR 5 billion was provided to each city over two years so that 
they can address six priority items: (1) e-governance, (2) waste management, (3) water management, (4) energy management, (5) 
urban transportation, and (6) others. It is expected that 600 million people will migrate to urban areas in India by 2031.

Skill India
(Industrial human resource 
development)

 In July 2015 the Government of India announced a campaign targeting 400 million human resources development until 2022.
Policies such as National Skill Development Mission, National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship 2015, Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) and Skill Loan scheme were announced as part of Human Resource Development Policies 
for promoting employment in India, Established National Skill Development Corporation India (NSDC) to support various industrial
human resource development projects.

Invest India and Ease of 
doing business
(Business environment 
improvement)

 Various policies to improve India's business environment and attract overseas investment.
Established "Invest India" to promote investment in India, PR and various support to investors. The provincial governments also 
proceeded with the establishment of a single window, online processing and simplification of procedures. In the investment index
"Ease of doing business" announced by the World Bank, from 142th in FY 2014 to 77th in FY2018. The country will aim for within 
50 of the index in the future and work on improving our business.



Advantage Gujarat

＜High economic growth and industrial development＞
・Average annual Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) growth 
rate from 2011-12 to 2016-17 was about 13.47 per cent.
・Gujarat has achieved the distinction of being one of the most 
industrially developed states. Accounting for 5 per cent of the 
total Indian population, Gujarat contributes about a quarter to 
India’s goods exports.

＜Rich labor pool＞
・Gujarat has a good educational infrastructure with premier 
institutes in management, fashion, design, infrastructure planning 
& pharmaceuticals.
・There are industrial training institutes in each district to train 
manpower for the shop floor level. The state government has 
undertaken many initiatives to encourage innovation in the 
education sector.

＜Policy incentives＞
・The state government has framed policies in almost all key 
sectors such as industry, power, ports, roads, agriculture & 
minerals.
・The Gujarat Garment & Apparel policy was announced in 
October 2017 with the aim of creating 100,000 jobs in the state.
・Gujarat, with highest installed solar capacity, plans to announce 
new net metering policy providing financial support to solar 
power generating households.

＜Facilitating infrastructure＞
・Gujarat has successfully developed world class infrastructure.
・There are 42 ports, 18 domestic airports & 1 international 
airport. The state also has an extensive road & rail network. A 
2,200 km gas grid supplies gas to the industrial areas.

Vision
2020

＜Education/Skill Development＞
・Make Gujarat a globally recognised knowledge society.
・Develop two knowledge corridors enabling functioning of institutions in 
sectors like retail, aviation and centres of excellence.

＜GSDP/Per Capita Income＞
・Real GSDP to grow three times by 2020.
・Per capita income to be around US$ 12,615 (in PPP terms) by the year 2020.

＜Industry＞
・Develop world class and globally competitive industrial infrastructure.
・Invest in ports and infrastructure to boost imports and exports.

＜Transport＞
・Develop high speed integrated transport network meeting global standards.
・Bullet train and Metro Rail Transport Project to reduce travel time.

＜Healthcare/ Social Amenities＞
・Improve quality of life of people by developing clean, green and safe cities.
・Create good healthcare infrastructure to be at par with upper middle income 
countries.

＜Tourism＞
・Make Gujarat a global tourist destination.
・Setting up a tourism development fund, which would provide incentives to 
tourism projects.

＜Investment Promotion＞
・Attract investments in SIRs, industrial areas, SEZ infrastructure.
・Develop PCPIR to attract investments in the petroleum products and 
chemicals sectors.

＜Energy & Power＞
・Encourage solar and wind energy generation.
・Encourage power generation and become a trading hub for the West.
・Enhance gas supplies through E&P.

21
Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.



Gujarat State Industrial Policy for Industrial Promotion

 Creation of 100,000 jobs in the state.

 To attract domestic and international tourists so that Gujarat ranks amongst the top five tourist destination states in 
India by 2025.

 To promote various kinds of tourism including medical and adventure tourism

 To promote power generation of green and clean power in the state using solar energy.
 To lower the cost of generation of renewable energy.

 To develop Gujarat as a global manufacturing global hub.
 To induct more entrepreneurial and skill development processes in order to support the “Make in India” initiative.

 To promote semiconductor manufacturing sector in Gujarat.
 To establish an electronic manufacturing cluster in the state.

 To attract IT companies to Gujarat..
 To accumulate US$ 15 billion from IT sector in Gujarat by 2020.

Objectives

Garment and Apparel 
Policy 2017

Tourism Policy 2015

Solar Power Policy 2015

Gujarat New Industrial 
Policy 2015

Electronics Policy, 2014-
19

IT Policy, 2014-19

22
Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.



 To provide cost efficient services in Gujarat through information and communication technologies.
 To broaden the scope of e-governance.

 To promote green energy in the state and accelerate investments in the renewable sector.
 To set the tariff of wind power in the state.

 To transform the state cotton industry as a leader in manufacturing of yarn, fabric and garments with a policy to work on 
five F’s – Farm, Fibre, Fabric, Fashion (Garment)

 Foreign (Export).

 To explore potential as well as resources available on the Gujarat coast for shipbuilding.
 To enhance industrial growth in the state by encouraging establishment of
 downstream ancillary industries.

 To develop the state of Gujarat as a power-generation hub.
 To have adequate availability of power in the state for agriculture, households, industry etc.

 To promote economic development, and facilitate the creation of efficient, equitable and sustainable urban settlements.
 To facilitate public private partnerships for urban development.

Objectives

E-Governance Policy, 
2014-19

Wind Power Policy 2013

Gujarat Textile Policy-
2012

Shipbuilding Policy 2010

Power Generation Policy 
2009

Integrated Township 
Policy 2007
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 To accelerate activities in Gujarat’s biotech sector.

 To explore opportunities in the sector of mineral resources of the state.
 To enhance efficiency by adopting e-governance.

 To promote Gujarat’s share in ports.
 To attract private sector investment in the existing minor and intermediate ports.

 To encourage investment and export oriented units in the state through specified facilities and concessions.

 To make Gujarat the destination of choice for investors and processors, both global and domestic.

 To establish Gujarat as India’s leading hub for indigenous aerospace and defence manufacturing.
 To develop competitive talent in the sector.
 To promote R&D investments to drive innovation in product design

Objectives

Gujarat State 
Biotechnology Policy 

2007

Gujarat State Mineral 
Policy 2003

Gujarat Port Policy

SEZ Policy of Gujarat, 
2002

Agro Industrial Policy, 
2000

Gujarat Aerospace & 
Defence Policy
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Gujarat State Industrial Policy for Industrial Promotion
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Gujarat State Industrial Policy for Industrial Promotion

 Gujarat Industrial policy 2015

 Gujarat state’s vision：
’Gujarat’ as a globally competitive and innovative industrial destination that stimulates sustainable development & promotes inclusive 
growth

 Main strategies for achieving growth:
-Promotion of infrastructure development
-Encouraging labor-intensive industries
-Focus approach to industries with low development
-Enhance skill specialized in sectors and encourage vocational skills
-Strengthen approach to specific sectors
-Strengthen collaboration between universities and industries
-Technology upgrades and research and development support
-Promotion of trade and e-government policy
-"Make in India" campaign
-Labor reform support

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data provided from Gujarat state government. 

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.
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Issues and initiatives by State government：Overview of Gujarat Industrial policy 2015

Policy for industrial development Details

Inclusive growth and development • Focus on regional development

Improving investment environment • Strengthen single window system, simplify administrative procedures

• Establish CCIPM（Chief Ministers’ Cabinet Committee for Industrial Policy and Monitoring)

Investment promotion measures • Development of sufficient infrastructure to be a global base of manufacturing industry

• Utilization of DMIC (Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor) and SIR (Special Investment region)

• Promotion of Large / Mega project

• Promoting balanced regional development (introduction of non-polluting industries, utilization of existing strengths and 

resources of the state, promotion of cluster development, promotion of food processing industry, promotion of value 

added  industry, promotion of labour-intensive industry, Promotion of the IT and electronics industry, promotion of port 

related industries, promotion of non-conventional energy, promotion of female and young entrepreneurs)

Centre of excellence, encourage sector 

wise specialization of skills

• Nurture of skilled human resources, expansion of training centre in GIDC Estate, promote of Anchor institute

• Skill development Institutions with market driven curriculum for sector specific skill development

Making Institutions more efficient for 

Industrial development

• Establishment of trade promotion centre, investor support system

• Development of sector specialized type industrial zone

• Land identification and aggregation for a Public Land Bank

• Development of web portal for business operators

• Strongthen Industrial Extension Bureau

• Land acquisition support by GIDC and establishment of special investment area (SIR)

• Establishing a session/forum to regularly discuss issues of businesses

• Making environment compliance procedure easier 

Adoption of new technology and 

promotion of innovation and technology 

transfer

• Encourage Start-ups, innovations and R&D.

• Improve competitiveness of SMEs

Infrastructure development • Improvement of industrial infrastructure (improvement of industrial estates, support for private industrial parks, etc.)

• FSI review of GIDC Industrial Park

• Provide efficient logistics service

• Improve connectivity with remote areas

• Encourage establishment of private industrial park

Improving power supply • Increasing power production to meet demand

Others • Sick enterprise revitalization, encouragement of service sector, promotion of holistic development

• Development of green infrastructure.

Source：http://imd-gujarat.gov.in/Document/2016-4-19_704.pdf

Policy trends of the target country and state, etc.
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Collection of information, study, and analysis required for the proposal (understanding of the 
current situation of the target country’s infrastructure, needs and issues of the stakeholders of 
the target country, market size prediction, demand prediction, etc.)



GJ Basic Infrastructure : Roads

 National highways length in Gujarat is 5,456 km (as of February 2018).

 The Government of Gujarat, through GIDB, has prepared a vision document – Blueprint for Infrastructure in Gujarat 
(BIG) - 2020. Under this document, the state has identified a series of projects and investments required across the 
road sector to be implemented on priority basis for Gujarat’s inclusive growth.

 Along with road infrastructure, the Government of Gujarat is focusing on the growth of transportation sector in the 
state. The Gujarat State Road Transport Corporation delivers transportation facility to about 24 lakh people every 
day.

Type of road Length (km)

National highways 5,456

State highways 19,761

Major district roads 20,641

Other district roads 10,493

Village roads 21,119
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Physical Infrastructure

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources



GJ Basic Infrastructure : Railways

 Gujarat had total length of railway line are 5,258.49 route kms which consists of 3,506.55 kms of Broad Gauge (BG), 
1,193.04 kms of Meter Gauge (MG) and 558.90 kms of Narrow Gauge (NG) lines.

 The rail traffic in Gujarat mainly falls under the following divisions of Western Railway: Vadodara, Rajkot, Bhavnagar, 
Ratlam, Mumbai & Ahmedabad.

 Ahmedabad, Anand, Bhavnagar, Bhuj, Godhra, Porbandar, Rajkot, Vadodara (Baroda) & Valsad are some of the 
important railway stations in the state.

 Government of India has sanctioned construction of Ahmedabad Metro with a length of 36 km at a cost of Rs 10,773 
crore (US$ 1.61 billion). The project is expected to be completed by July 2020.

 The state government is developing a High Speed Rail passenger corridor from Ahmedabad to Mumbai with the 
cooperation of the Government of Japan. The length of the corridor is 508 km and total journey time for the train is 
estimated at 2.07 hrs with total estimated cost of the project is US$ 14.92 billion. About 81 per cent of the funding 
for the project will come by way of a loan from Japan.

29
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GJ Basic Infrastructure : Airports

 The state has 18 domestic airports (the highest in any state) and one international airport. Out of these, 9 are under 
Airports Authority of India (AAI), 2 in Daman & Diu, 3 under state government, 3 under Indian Air Force (IAF), while 2 
are private airports.

Airport
Aircraft

Movement(nos.)
Passenger

Traffic(nos.)
Freight(MT)

Ahmedabad 23,790 3,466,984 33,011

Vadodara 2,591 350,347 864

Rajkot 1,324 115,466 99

*2018-2019

Aircraft movement in Ahmedabad(nos.)
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GJ Basic Infrastructure : Ports 

 The state has one of the strongest port infrastructures in India. It is the first state in India to take up port 
privatisation. Gujarat has 42 ports, including one major port at Kandla and 41 minor ports, along a 1,600 km coastline.

 GMB, which manages 41 non-major ports, has developed port privatisation models such as private/joint sector ports, 
private jetties, captive jetties and GMB jetties.

 During 2018-19 Deendayal (Kandla) port handled maximum 48.90 million tonnes of cargo traffic.

 As per Budget 2018-19, the state government has made a provision of US$ 221 million for the port and transport 
department.

 During 2018-19, Essar ports will invest Rs 4.5 billion (US$ 63 million) in Hazira port in Gujarat to increase the cargo-
handling capacity of the port to 50 million tonnes (MT), current capacity of the port, is 30 MT, raising the company’s 
capacity to 110 MT.

Traffic handled by Kandla port 
(million tonnes)

2011-12 82.50

2012-13 93.62

2013-14 87.00

2014-15 92.50

2015-16 100.05

2016-17 105.44

2017-18 90.99

【Key private sector stakeholders in 
Gujarat's ports sector】

 Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone

 Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation 
Company

 Gujarat Pipavav Port

 Reliance Industries

 Maersk

 Welspun

 Petronet LNG

 Shell
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GJ Basic Infrastructure : Power and Gas

 As of August 2018, Gujarat had an installed power generation capacity of 30,874.07 MW

 Thermal power contributed 22,168.00 MW to the state’s total installed power generation capacity, followed by a 
contribution of 772 MW by hydropower, 559.00 MW by nuclear power & 7,375.07 MW by renewable power.

 Power capacity of 600 MW Solar Power Stations have been commissioned by 31 developers in Gujarat Solar Park. 
Further power capacity of 175 MW is under planning with an estimated cost of Rs. 755 crore (US$ 117.15 million).

 GSPC Gas Company Ltd, a distribution arm of Gujarat State Petroleum Corporation Ltd, supplies 4.33 MMSCMD of 
gas to more than 1,047,665 domestic households, 11,559 commercial & non-commercial customers, 255 CNG stations 
& 2,931 industrial customers in the state.

 Gujarat has the most developed gas pipeline network in the country, which is operated by GSPL, GGCL and GAIL.
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GJ Basic Infrastructure : Education 

 Gujarat has a literacy rate of 79.31 per cent; the male literacy rate is 87.23 per cent and the female literacy rate is 
70.73 per cent.

 Gujarat’s government set up Indian Institute of Information Technology college near Vadodara approved by Central 
government. The IIT (Vadodra) based on a public-private partnership model.

 As of 2017, Gujarat has 65 universities and 2,196 colleges and 416 Industrial Training Institutes.

No. of seats in technical education 2017-18 (P)

Engineering 68,113

MBA 9,870

Pharmacy 5,675

MCA 5,410

Architecture 1,680

Diploma courses (2017年-18年) (P)

Engineering 69,952

Pharmacy 580
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Outline 

 Gujarat has 106 product clusters. The Cluster Development Scheme has been launched for furthering the growth of 
product clusters.

 Some of the successful clusters include ceramics cluster at Morbi, brass-parts cluster at Jamnagar, fish-processing 
cluster at Veraval and power-looms cluster at Ahmedabad.

 Gujarat is a leader in industrial sectors such as chemicals, petrochemicals, dairy, drugs, pharmaceuticals, cement, 
ceramics, gems, jewellery, textiles & engineering.

 The industrial sector of the state comprises of around 603,000 micro, small & medium industries which provide 
employment to about 3,851,000 people.

 As per budget 2018-19, state government announced plans to invest US$ 682.2 million for the growth of industrial 
sector of Gujarat.

 The state has announced an Incentive program for the Industries (General) from 2016-2021 in accordance with the 
New Industrial Policy of 2015. The scheme aims to attract increased investments to the state in the manufacturing 
sector to create more employment opportunities.
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Industrial Infrastructure

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Transportation network between Sanand Ⅲ and Ahmedabad

Infrastructure status around Ahmedabad

There is no public transport connecting the Sanando III industrial park of the target area and the neighboring area 
(Ahmedabad city)

 There are the state government buses and rail networks which connect neighboring Sanand village with each cities 
(Ahmedabad and Viramgam), but there is no access from Sanand village to Sanand Ⅲ (and Sanand Ⅱ) industrial 
estates, actually, most employees commute by a bus arranged by each companies in the industrial estates.

There is a complicated BRT network only in 
Ahmedabad.

There is rail network within grater-Ahmedabad, but only 9 
services between Sanand station and Ahmedabad station

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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The state government has strong demands for human resource development

 For the target area, it is necessary to cultivate industrial human resources to promote employment in the 
province for future industrial concentration

 There is room for consideration of the introduction of a system referring to the Japanese-style 
manufacturing school (JIM) that is been already offered by Japanese stakeholder. 

Situations surrounding the Target Area

Issues of 
industrialization of 

target areas

• According to local reports, about half of the 
workers in Ahmedabad are from outside the 
province. Local industrial human resource 
development has not kept pace with demand.
Local people are dissatisfied with the fact 
that there are many employees from other 
states. The state government also recognized 
this problem.

Voice of Japanese 
companies already 

in operation

Efforts of
Japanese 

government and  
companies

The state 
government’s 

request• There are insufficient industrial workers in the 
state and according to existing Japanese 
companies some of the workers are hired 
from outside the state.

• The Japanese government and companies 
have established two Japanese-style 
manufacturing schools (JIM) in the province, 
contributing to nurturing industrial human 
resources.

• In the meeting with the Gujarat 
State Industrial Development 
Corporation (GIDC), there was a high 
appreciation for the Japanese-style 
manufacturing school (JIM), and 
there was a request that Japanese 
companies contribute to industrial 
human resource development even 
in Sanando III industrial park .

• GIDC also has offered to provide  
land of the for industrial human 
resource development facility in 
industrial estate 

State Government’s Request

Understanding of needs and issues of the stakeholders

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on interviews from Japanese companies etc
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Land Area (Acres) Vacancy rate(%) Possible sales Area (Acres) Perspective supply Area (Acres)

GIDC

(6 Industrial Parks)
5,352 18.5% 494 1,785

Private

(11 Industrial Parks)
556 22.1% 61.5 145

Total 5,908 18.8% 555.5 1,930

 According to interviews with local companies and industry groups of local real estate consultants, demand for industrial land of 3,974 acres is 
predicted around Ahmedabad in 2023, mainly for automobiles and pharmaceuticals. Meanwhile, since the land area that can be supplied locally 
by the year 2023 is limited to 2,485.5 acres, including planned, it is expected that the industrial site shortage of more than about 1,500 acres is 
possible even with existing distributable parts.

Possible sales and Perspective supply areas are 1/2 in order to calculate the area used as 
an industrial park except for the road area and the site area for township purpose.

Factory site shortage is predicted in 2030.

Market size forecast, demand forecast

Major Industries

Occupancy

area

(2017)

Prediction of 

occupancy area

(2023)

New demand 

land area

（Acres）
Background

Auto parts 880 2,628 1,748

It is expected that the production capacity will be expanded by Japanese automobile OEMs, and 

automobile parts companies around Delhi are supposed to establish the second factory in the 

target area.

Engineering 452 1,045 593

It is expected that infrastructure projects such as roads, railways and ports will be expanded 

throughout India including target areas, and enterprises related to engineering are expected to 

enter the area.

FMCG 301 595 294

Gujarat has more than 30,000 food processing plants and more than 560 cold storage 

warehouses, and it is expected that a similar company will establish plants near the target area 

in the future.

Pharmaceutical 1,200 2,539 1,339

Gujarat has more than 3,300 pharmaceutical plants and 30 to 35% of Indian pharmaceutical 

industry is accumulating. The state government has approved 155 new pharmaceutical plants 

(investment scale is 30 to 38.8 billion rupees) from July 2017 to June 2018, and it is anticipated 

that a new factory will be established in the target area.

Total 2,833 6,807 3,974 3,974 acres of new industrial land demand is expected by four major industries until 2023.

Demand for industrial land (2018 - 2023)

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from real estate consulting materials
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(2)
Competitive Advantage of Target Area over other industrial estates in India 
and surrounding areas

Verification of the advantages of Japanese companies (analysis of the trends of 
competitors and the competitive advantage that Japanese companies have over
them, as necessary)

P.39
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Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies
companies (analysis of the trends of competitors and the competitive advantage of Japanese 
investor, as necessary)
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Verification Method

 Compare the functions of Japanese industrial parks where many Japanese countries are 
occupying in ASEAN, and understanding the necessary elements for Sanand III industrial 
park to maintain superiority

①Analysis of Japanese industrial 
parks in ASEAN

 We verified the superiority of Sanand III industrial park development that Japanese operators participate in 
Gujarat State in the following procedure

②Confirmation of the current 
state of industrial parks near 

Sanand

 Understanding the current state of the state government and private industrial parks near 
target area and confirmation the function for Sanand III industrial park to maintain 
superiority

③Confirmation of models,  
advantage of Japanese 

companies

 Confirmation the business model and advantage of the industrial park development of 
Japanese operators in India

④Proposal of advantage of
Japanese companies regarding

development of Sanand Ⅲ

 Through the above analysis, we show the superiority of Japanese companies to 
participate in Sanand III industrial park

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rajasthan Andhra Pradesh Gujarat Tamil Nadu Hưng Yên Đồng Nai Jakarta Jababeka Thilawa Phnom Penh

Neemrana Industrial
Park

Sri city Industrial Park
Mandal Industrial Park

*Phase 1
One Hub Chennai

Thang Long Industrial
Park

Amata MM2100
Jababeka Industrial

Park
Thilawa SEZ Phnom Penh SEZ

RIICO Local Private GIDC JGC、Mizuho Sumitomo Corp. Itochu Corp. Marubeni Corp. Local Private
Marubeni、Sumitomo、

Mitsubishi、JICA、
Mizuho and so on

Local private

471ha 4,040ha 121ha 586ha 274ha 700ha 805ha 3500ha 561ha 360ha

N.A More than 100 N.A N.A 101 137 171 1,650 95 89

46 16 4 5 93 65 117 152 48 47

Local Local Local Local Japanese Local Japanese Local Local Japanese

125km 70km 70km 51km 18km 30km 24km 35㎞ 23km 18km

N.A 65km
350km

*From Mundra port
57km 110km 32km 35km 55㎞ ― ―

105km N.A N.A 50km 14km 35km 55km 65㎞ ― 8km

42USD 31.9USD 32USD N.A N.A N.A 269USD 208USD N.A 70USD

× ○
○

(Toyota Tsusho P&P)
× ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

33/11Kv 11/33/110/220KV N.A 110/230KV 110/33kv 22kv 755Ｗ N.A 33kv 11MW

N.A
77,000㎥/day

N.A
N.A

36,000㎥/day
N.A

19,000㎥/day
0.267USD/㎥

3,000㎥/day
11,500VND/㎥

72,000㎥/day
0.48USD/㎥

63,900㎥/day
N.A

6,000㎥/day
N.A

14900㎥/day
N.A

N.A
47,000㎥/day

N.A
N.A N.A

14,000㎥/day
0.276USD/㎥

12,000㎥/day
7,700VND/㎥

72,800㎥/day
0.66USD/㎥

35,165㎥/day
N.A

4,800㎥/day
N.A

4500㎥/day
N.A

N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A

× × × × ○ ○ ○ ×
One-stop service

center
One-stop service

center

With in  Industr ial
park

Bank、Post office、
Police station、Fire
station

Residential area、
Frontier Lifeline
Hospital emergency
medical care、
School、Chennai
school of Business
Excellence、Coffee
shop、Office space、
Business center

Workers residence

Police station、Fire
station、Bank、
Japanese food
restaurant、
Insurance、Customs、
Bonded warehouse、
Workers residence、
Comercial complex、
Post office、
Management office

Bonded warehouse、
Bank、Police station、
Post office、Fire
station、Management
office

Hotel、Japanese
food restaurant、
Shopping center、
Bank、Police box、
Security facility、
Fire station、
Management
office、Customs、
Post office、Petro
station、Auto-repair
shp、Golf course、
Mosque、School

Thilawa SEZ.
Management
Committee、MJTD
management office、
One-stop service
center、Bank、
Restaurant、Workers
residence

Logistics center、
workers residence

Around Industr ial
Park

School、University、
Hotel、Hospital

Japanese food
restaurant

Industr ial  water

Sewage t reatment

Industr ial  waste
treatment

Single-window

F
a
c

il
it

ie
s Restaurant、

Comercial facility、
Bank、Police box、Fire
station、Post office、
School

Distance
(From c ity center )

Distance
(From port )

Distance
(From airport )

Land pr ice
（USD/㎡）

Ready-bu i l t  factory

Power

Industr ial  park name

Deve lopment /
Investment compan ies

Area

Tenant vo lume

Japanese comipan ies
tenant  vo lume

Staffs

Locat ion

① (Industrial park of ASEAN) About functions with industrial estates of ASEAN countries

 Compare industrial estates of Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Cambodia, India where many Japanese companies has invested.
 Most industrial parks have rental factories, single windows and various facilities.

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies
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① (Industrial park of ASEAN) Thilawa Industrial Park

 Thilawa Industrial Estate provides a flexible and seamless business environment to Japanese tenants by offering various utility services. 
The one-stop service center where the administrative services of authorities are available at one location has been established.

 The tenant companies established a vocational training school in Thilawa Special Economic Zone. The school is addressing future needs for 
industrial human resources by providing education on not only basic industrial skills but also in the Japanese language.

Advantages of the Thilawa Industrial Estate

Utilities Functions

1
One-stop service center

(offices for administrative 

procedures)

At business launch:

Approval of the formation of the company, approval of 

investment, company registration, environment 

applications, construction applications, tax affairs 

applications

After the execution of business:

Issuance of visas, customs procedures, labor 

applications, environment management, tax filings

2
Logistics center and 

bonded warehouse

Customs function existing (full-time)

3 Rental factory
Several units of factories with an area of 1,500 sq. 

meters have been developed.

4 Township development

Hotels, high (middle)-class residences, shopping malls, 

serviced apartments, apartments for workers, hospitals, 

banks, property, and casualty insurance, etc.

5
Personnel dispatch to 

operating companies

Dispatch of Japanese employees from an affiliated 

company invested in

6
Staff recruitment and 

vocational training

Japanese language education and the development of 

basic industrial skills

7
Disposing and inspection of 

industrial waste

Existence of hazardous-waste disposal facilities 

(international grade)

Factors required for industrial estates in India

Administrative affairs offices to which government 
authorities’ approval authorities are delegated
⇒ Functions as a single window

Extensive support for logistics needs

Development of rental factories with PnP functions

Promotion of the development of industrial human 
resources

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies



② (Competitive industrial estate near Sanand III) - List of industrial estaes in the region
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13

（Reference）Other Industrial Parks of India
Sri City 2,700 Acres
Supa Parner 2,300 Acres
One Hub Chennai 1,500 Acres
Neemrana 1,167 Acres
Giloth 530 Acres

4

Honda

Suzuki

Industrial Park (GIDC)

9)

Industrial Park (Private)

Japanese company plant

TATAFord

1

3

④ Mascot Industrial Park

Area：62Acres Land Price：
6,000INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：30%

① Vanod Industrial Park

Planned for development

② Mandal ⅠⅡ

①Mandal 1

Area：300Acres Land Price：
2,660INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0％
②Mandal 2

Area：100Acres Land Price：
2900INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：N.A.

⑭ SanandⅡ

Area：4,940Acres Land Price：
3,780INR/㎡(MSME Park：
3,010INR/㎡、Women Park：
2,100INR/㎡) Vacancy rate：8%

12

⑪ Nihon Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：70Acres Land Price：
2,450INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：80%

⑫ Romanovia Industrial Park

Area：161Acres Land Price：
3,471INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：30%

9

⑩ Kent Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：160Acres Land Price：
6,180INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：N.A.

8

⑨ Global Industrial Park

Area：112Acres Land Price：
3,460INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0%

⑦ Rai Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：16Acres Land Price：
6,000INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0%

⑥ Sunshine Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：N.A. Land Price：N.A.

Vacancy rate：N.A.

6

⑤ Soko Industrial Park

Area：120Acres Land Price：
5,000Acres Vacancy rate：0%

2

③ Bhagapura Industrial Park

Area：803Acres Land Price：
3,550INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：N.A.

14

⑬ SanandⅢ

Area：1,750Acres Land Price：
3,800INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：N.A.

⑮ Azure Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：~8Acres Land Price：
5,500INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0%

⑯ Pinnacle Industrial Park

Location is unknown

Area：~7Acres Land Price：
7,500INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0%

⑰ Casme Industrial Development Park

Location is unknown

Area：130Acres Land Price：
3,000INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：N.A

⑧ Viramgam

Area：112Acres Land Price：
720INR/㎡ Vacancy rate：0% 15

16

17

11
10

7

5

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

 There are 6 state government industrial parks and 11 private industrial parks in the vicinity of Ahmedabad

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies

Map data ©2019 Google
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 Many industrial parks which are developed by the state government are large scale (More than 1000 acres), but 
almost estates are under planning

 Land prices are relatively inexpensive, but there are few industrial parks that supply basic infrastructure, and 
the burden on tenant companies is large

 The Mandal Industrial Park which is supported by Japanese government is developed as for Japanese 
companies and also has a rental factory but no vacant section

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Sr.
No.

Project Name Developer’s Name
Developer 

Type
Location

Area
(Acres)

Status
Land Rate
(INR/㎡)

Major Occupier
Vacancy

(%)
Remarks

1
GIDC Mandal I

(Japanese
Industrial Zone)

GIDC Govt. ② 300 Operational
2,660 (2,430 -

Japanese
Industrialists)

Fujita Engineering, Roki Minda,
Uni Minda, Munjal Kiriu, MA 

Extrusion
0%

• Curated Development to assist Japanese investors
• JETRO acts as facilitator
• Toyota-Tshusho has plug and play factory for incubation
• Is completely alllotted with last occupiers’ development underway
• Sporadic residential development to serve Japanese employees

2
GIDC Mandal II

(Japanese
Industrial Zone)

GIDC Govt. ② 100 U/C 2,900 N.A. N.A.
• Extension of Phase 1 with similar amenities
• Concentration of allotting to more companies through JETRO
• No impetus on social infra Development

3 GIDC Bhagapura GIDC Govt. ③ 2,471 U/C 3,550 N.A. N.A.
• Phase 1 development to mostly cater to vendors of Suzuki’s existing and forthcoming plants
• No impetus on social infra Development

4 GIDC Vanod GIDC Govt. ① 917 U/C N.A. N.A. N.A. • Acquire area information from newspaper etc.

5
GIDC Sanand III

(Khoraj)
GIDC Govt. ⑬ 1,750 U/C 3,800 N.A. N.A.

• Standard GIDC facilities that include trunk infrastructure to door step
• Maintenance and upkeep of major infrastructure by GIDC
• Proposed complimentary residential development (as per master plan)
• Extension of Sanand Industrial Area (spread across Sanand-Charodi- Khoraj)
• Residential & Comm. developments have come up along highways connecting Ahmedabad

6 GIDC Viramgam GIDC Govt. ⑧ 112 Operational 720
Purple Rubber King, Kamal
Wires, AM Industries, Vibha

Industries
0%

• Standard GIDC facilities that include trunk infrastructure to door step
• Maintenance and upkeep of major infrastructure by GIDC
• Relatively older development with small to medium developments
• Proximity to Ahmedabad has ensured 100% Occupancy

7
GIDC Sanand II 

(Bol)
GIDC Govt. ⑭

4,940

Operational 3,780

Hitachi Hi Rel, Cooper 
Standard, JBM Auto, Nivea,

Coca Cola, Teva, Parle, 
Unicharm, Alstom Bharat 

Forge
20%

• Standard GIDC facilities that include 
trunk infrastructure to door step
• Maintenance and upkeep of major 
infrastructure by GIDC

• Significant residential and commercial development in 
the surrounding areas
• Gated communities, apartments as serviced
accommodation for Japanese expats, hotels and 
restaurants have developed organically

8
GIDC Sanand II –
MSME Park (Bol)

GIDC Govt. ⑭ Operational 3,010 N.A.
• Special area dedicated to MSME 
developments

9
GIDC Sanand II –
Women Park (Bol)

GIDC Govt. ⑭ Operational 2,100 N.A.
• Special concession on approvals and 
incentives for women entrepreneurs

② (Competitive industrial estate near Sanand III) Details of state government's industrial park

*As of Dec, 2018

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies
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 Although there are a certain number of private industrial parks developed by local capital, the scale is small. 
Most of the rental property is for warehouse, thus there is no function like plug and play type.

Sr.

No.
Project Name

Developer’s 

Name

Developer 

Type
Location

Area

(Acres)
Status

Land Rate

(INR/㎡)
Major Occupier

Vacancy

(%)
Remarks

1
Azure Industrial 

Park
Azure Group Private ⑮ ~8 Operational 5,500 - 0%

• Developed more to cater to WH demand of Chandgodar and Sanand corridors

• Negligible attention to social infra creation due to emerging development in the vicinity

2
Pinnacle Industrial

Park

Pinnacle

Developers
Private ⑯ ~7 Operational 7,500 - 0%

3
Casme Industrial

Development Park

Casme Industrial

Park Dev. (India)

Pvt. Ltd.

Private ⑰ 130 U/C 3,000 N.A. N.A.

• Proposed development for Chinese investments in the Region

• Development has not picked up and there has been negligible interests post initial announcement

4
Mascot Industrial

Park

Mascot

Developers
Private ④ 62 Operational 6,000

Ceat, Haitan

International, Tata 

Batteries, Emore

Horn, Katson, Asahi

30%

• A few residential development for employee-dormitory use along with a proposed 30 room 

hospitality facility

• CCTV and wi-fi services within compound

• 100% customisable BTS industrial sheds/ plots (sizes 6,50sqm and above) Mascot, although 

being farther from the manufacturing hubs of Becharaji and Sanand, has higher land rates for the

following reasons:

• Proposed integrated development

• Equidistant from Vithlapur and Kalol- Kadi (connect between industrial and residential centers)

• GIDC Bhagapura connects to SH near Mascot Park

5
Nihon Industrial

Park

Nila

Infrasructures JV
Private ⑪ 70 Operational 2,450 N.A. 80%

• 100% customisable BTS industrial sheds and 

WHs

• Very few small residential developments

outside the complex in the vicinity on Viramgam-

Becharaji Highway for use as employee-

dormitories

Farthest from Suzuki on Hansalpur-Vanod

Road High vacancy level

6
Romanovia

Industrial Park

Nila

Infrastructures

Ltd. & Kataria

Group

Private ⑫ 161 Operational 3,471 TVS Logistics 30%

Nearer to Suzuki Plant on Hansalpur-

Vanod Road

7
Kent Industrial 

Park

Nila

Infrastructures
Private ⑩ 160 U/C 6,180 N.A. N.A.

100% title cleared free hold land/plots, plug and play facilities and customizable BTS industrial 

sheds & WHs

• Proposed residential & comm. dev. For employees

• Existing small residential development for Japanese employees

• Proposed Dispensary and Medical Store & Clubhouse for recreation

Land rates are higher due to:

• Proposed integrated development

• Equidistant from Becharaji-Hansalpur

(Suzuki), Vithlapur (Honda)

8
Global Industrial

Park
Global Group Private ⑨ 112 Operational 3,460 Safexpress 0%

Proposed residential development for Employees

Although adjacent to Kent, the park has issues with right of way and hence lower valuation

9 Rai Industrial Park Rai Developers Private ⑦ 16 Operational 6,000
Sanko Gosei, Varroc

Polymers
0%

• No such additional amenities

• Located in between Suzuki and Honda plants provides for easy

access for vendors

• Proposed small residential townships in the vicinity to act as speculative growth driver

10
Soko Industrial

Park

Soko

Developers
Private ⑤ 120 Operational 5,000 PCL Logistics 0%

• Adjacent to Suzuki plant with 100% customizable provisions for sheds and WHs

• Nearest to Suzuki Plant

• Proposal for residential development for Suzuki

11
Sunshine Industrial

park
Private ⑥

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

*As of Dec, 2018

② (Competitive industrial park near Sanand III) Details of Private industrial park

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies
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③ Factors Required for Enhancing Investment by Japanese Companies

Verification of Advantage to Japanese Companies

 In developing Sanand III Industrial estate, comparing competitive industrial estates of ASEAN and nearby SANAND III,
the Japanese Investor has advantage in developing industrial estate or plug & play business model. facilitating 
well- equipped related services (social infrastructure, common services, human resource training institute).

 Many Japanese companies are 
accumulated in Japanese Industrial 
Township of ASEAN region as its is 
equipped with 1)Rental factory, 2)Single 
window 3)Other related services.

 As example, in Myanmar Thilawa Special 
Economic Zone supports investing tenants 
companies with govt. led one stop window 
and human resource development 
functions by private companies.

①Analysis of Japanese 
Industrial estate

in ASEAN

②Present Situation of 
Industrial Estates 

nearby  Sanand Area.

 There are 17th industrial estates including 
govt. and private in nearby Sanand III area.

 Private industrial estate and state’s 
Japanese Industrial estate – Mandal has 
limited common services and further 
investments by Japanese companies also 
be limited due to scarcity of space 
availability.

 State industrial estate is limited with basic 
infrastructure like electricity and water and 
do not provide support services in ASEAN 
Japanese industrial estates.

Factors Required for Enhancing Investment by 
Japanese Companies 

- Robust support services will be required to attract 
maximum Japanese companies in Sanand III Japanese 
Industrial Township which provides comfortable 
environment than nearby industrial estates.  

- Providing services similar to ASEAN region Japanese 
Industrial Township will enhance investment of Japanese 
companies in the target area.

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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④ Example of Industrial Parks Development by Japanese Companies in India

 A business model of a dominant Japanese company is an industrial park project including a plug and play type factory
 The above business forms are being deployed in other regions in India and we verify the possibility of implementation at 

Sanand III industrial park

Case 1
Industrial
Estate

Development
Business

Investment by Japanese 
company in an entity in India 
and administering as an 
industrial park business 
operator

Model Concept

OneHub Chennai(Chennai)

Sojitz Motherson Industrial 
Park(Chennai)

Mahindra World City(Chennai)

Examples in India

There is no private industrial 
estate investment by 
Japanese business operators 
near Ahmedabad, attraction 
effect for Japanese 
companies seeking strong 
support.

Offered Facilities

As India is considered challenging to 
procure land & permissions, for 
private developers to work 
independently, there is high risk of 
delaying in starting the business.

Private developers Industrial land 
price may be relatively higher than 
state govt., which may be 
unfavorable in terms of marketing.

Precautions Investors

Case 2
Plug & Play
Business

Within the Industrial Estate 
providing rental factory and 
other business supporting 
services.

Toyota Techno Park 
India(Bangalore)

Toyota Tsusho India
Auto Park(Bangalore)

TT Techno Park Management   
Services(Chennai)

Techno Trends Auto Park

（Ahmedabad）

Operation by tenant company 
in rental factory reduces the 
initial cost and lead time is 
shorter than comparing with 
procuring licenses to 
establishing factory from 
scratch. 

Running cost is reduced by 
availing related business 
support services.

Rental Factories concepts depicts 
there are manufacturers mainly 
intending for short term usage are 
more and they are not used by 
manufacturers who want long-term 
industrial land use.
As limited space is offered and large 
investments manufacturing 
companies are also excluded, so 
close pre-marketing is required at 
the start of the project.
Services are provided primarily 
within the rental factory

Identifying Investment Enhancing Factors for Japanese Companies

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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(3) Environment and factors attracting Japanese companies

Verifying Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies
(requirements and services for factory setup)

P.49

Understanding of the factors to attract Japanese companies (rental factories,
business support, etc.)

P.59
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Verifying Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory 
setup)
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Challenges of Japanese companies to enter India

 According to questionnaire to Japanese companies by JBIC, in comparison to other countries “lack of infrastructure”
is top most factors raised by Japanese companies for challenges in investment in India.

Issues for FDI
India

Indonesia China Thailand Vietnam
２０１７ ２０１６ ２０１５

Complicated Legal procedures ４４.５％ ３５.４％ ３８.９％ ３８.１％ ５４.２％ １６.４％ ３５.５％

Lacking Infrastructure ４４.０％ ５１.４％ ４９.４％ ２６.２％ ５.８％ ５.７％ ２７.０％

Complicated Tax structure ３８.５％ ３２.５％ ３０.２％ １１.９％ １４.７％ ８.２％ ５.０％

Market Competition ３７.４％ ３４.９％ ３１.５％ ３６.５％ ５７.４％ ４５.９％ ３１.２％

Tax operation ３３.５％ ２５.９％ ２４.１％ １９.０％ ２９.５％ ８.２％ １９.９％

Labor issues ２４.７％ ２１.２％ ２１.０％ ２０.６％ １８.９％ ６.６％ ９.９％

Social stability ２０.９％ ２８.８％ ２７.２％ ２８.６％ １７.９％ ２２.１％ ８.５％

Riging cost １９.８％ １７.０％ ２１.０％ ３７.３％ ６４.７％ ４４.３％ ３８.３％

Issues for FDI in 2017

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on JBIC data.

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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①Interview Summary local Japanese Companies 

 Major issues of local Japanese Companies in Gujarat

 Along with scarcity of Industrial Land, Japanese companies has concurs to connectivity & safety.

Social
Infrastructure

- Scant availability of cosmopolitan food and beverages makes life of expats difficult.
- Safety and Ssecurity concerns in Mandal, Becharaji,Sanad areas.

Land

- Japanese companies expected to invest with capacity expansion by Suzuki in Mandal – Vitthalapur area but there 
is scarcity of appropriate Industrial land in respective area. State Industrial estates are limited to offer industrial land 
& basic infrastructure but companies expects state govt. to offer other supplement services.

Road

-National Highways are well maintained but state highways near Mandal-Becharaji (Suzuki and Honda two wheelers factories) are 
poorly maintained, narrow and frequently flooded during rainy seasons
-Improvement is required to connect Viramgam to Mandal-Becharaji area with by-pass and flyover for railroad crossing. 
Improvement of road infrastructure will reduce travel time and will also facilitate business from remote locations.
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- Difficult to commute from Ahmedabad to Mandal as it takes 2 hours.
- Social infrastructure (Houses, Schools, Hospitals etc) is required to attract senior management employees.
- Robust public transportation is required to connect factories to nearby cities (Sanand,Viramgam、Kadi、Mehsana）.

- Environmental regulations within Gujarat are strict and it is necessary for each tenant company to deal with it, so 
we would like to recommend a centralized wastewater treatment system in the industrial park.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on interviews from Japanese companies etc

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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 Major issues of local Japanese Companies in Gujarat

① Interview Summary of Local Japanese Companies in Gujarat 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on interviews from Japanese companies etc

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)

Human 
Resources

- Substantial improvement is requirement to generate quality labour pool. Current level lacks that in  
resource comparison to Northern(NCR) and Southern(Chennai etc.) regions.
- Education Standards of ITI(Vocational training schools ) needs to be revamped drastically and 
technical upgrade program for instructors is also required.  
- High attrition rate among highly skilled worker due to inferior social infrastructure.

Policies

- Multiple licences, approvals and unclear procedure  (opinion differs for each officer, no detailed policy 
driven mechanism)
- Although a specialized agency (iNDEXTb) is provided as a single window, it has only inquiry function 
and does not have authority.
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- Labour and work related regulations are less industry favourable and companies are worried if 
rules/regulation may get striker in future.

- In some areas, applications are made to State office as well as MBSIR, it takes time and double the 
efforts for preparation of documents.
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② Questionnaire for Japanese companies entering India

Hearing survey to Japanese companies planning o 
expand the their business to GJ state.

【Object】
Manufacturing industry advanced to India (factory / warehouse 
available)

【Method】
・Interview survey in India and Japan
*The questionnaire form is on the right.

【Number of responses】
→40 （~Dec’ 3, 2018）
*Our target number is around 50~60.

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK

Questionnaire  on investment to Gujarat State (Done by Mizuho for METI research project　*non name based quessionier）

No Question
Answer from
numbers in right

Answer Comment

1
1, Candidate Location(s) for next
Indian Factory
 If multipul, kindly put puriprity

(1) Delhi NCR
(2)Ahmedabad
(3) Pune
(4) Bangalore
(5) Chennai
(6) Othres

2
2,Existing commercial flow for GJ
state

(1) Yes（Directly）
(2) Yes（via trading company）
(3) None (received transaction request or advance request)
(4) None (No transaction request

3
3, Situation of Gujarat Factory
Investment

(1) Already Decided
(2) Received request(s) from Customer(s) an considering
expansion in Gujarat
(3) Although have not received any request from Customer,
considering Expansion in Gujarat
(4) Would consider in future

4
4, Criteria for Gujarat Investment
(by Auto production Capacity)

(1) Production Capacity of  Gujarat Customer – OEM Car
Manufacturer – 0.75 Million Cars
(2) Production Capacity of  Gujarat Customer – OEM Car
Manufacturer – 1 Million Cars
(3) Production Capacity  of  Gujarat Customer – OEM Car
Manufacturer – 1.25 Million Cars
(4) Production Capacity  of  Gujarat Customer – OEM Car
Manufacturer – 1.5 Million Cars

5 6, About Factory size (Built up Area)
①In the neighborhood
②With certtain distance from client
③Not concerned

6 6, About Factory size (Built up Area)
①Exptected Buit up area (㎡) *comment
②Not Decided

7 7, Investment Size for Gujarat Facility

(1) Capital Investment for Factory (Mid ~ Large)
(More than INR 50 Crore
(2) Capital Investment (Small)\
(Less than INR 50 Crore)

8
8, Expectations from Govt. of Gujarat
pertaining to Industrial Land
 *Multipul answer possible

1, Land Price
2, Ready built facotry (required space and duration and etc)
3, Japan Desk
4, Shared services such as Bus Transport, Cafeteria, Backoffice,
Security
5, Infrastructure  (CETP and etc)
6, Logistics warehouse
7, Serviced Apartments, Residences, Hospitals, Fire Station…
8, Others

9

9, Other Issues pertaining to
expansion in Gujarat
 *Multipul answer possible

(1) Providing basic Infrastructure
(Roads, Power, Water, Gas)
(2) Availability of
Industrial Land
(3) Environmental
Regulations
(4) Human Resource, Employment
 (Number of Workers, Skill etc.)
(5) Availability of Incentives
from Government
(6) Living Environment
(Japanese and Indian Workers)
(7) Others (Clarity on Customer’s business plans,
Company’s Business situation or Current Employee’s thoughts
on expansion)

10

Free Comment
　*OEM topics
　*GST impact
　*Images of Gujarat State and etc
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② Questionnaire to Japanese Companies yet to expand presence in Gujarat(Results)

・Once Tier1 Companies expand in Ahmedabad, we, a Tier2 company will also 
expand.
・In the near future, we expect that Japanese companies will expand near 
Ahmedabad and hence have purchased land in advance.
・To be decided based on Pros and Cons.
・The current factory has production capacity to cater to long term demand and 
hence next factory is not being planned.
・Next factory is being considered near Ahmedabad. In the future, expansion near 
Pune also being considered.

・Business through Distributors.
・Supplying products from Delhi to a Japanese Consumer Goods manufacturer in 
Gujarat
・Deputed an Indian Staff to a Logistics Company in Gujarat to serve our customer
・Our customer, a Tier 1 Auto Parts mfr. has setup facility in Gujarat. We are 
planning to supply them from next year.
・Warehouse facility (not own) exists.
・There may be requests to supply products from Japanese OEM Car 
manufacturers in future
・Using an agent to supply goods in Gujarat.

Comments from Japanese Companies

About 60% of Japanese companies operational in India 
are considering  to setup a new factory near Ahmedabad

N=49
(Selection of 
Multiple Locations
permitted)

About 70% of Japanese Companies possess Sales 
Channels in Gujarat.

N=26 Companies

Source: Prepared by GSAD, Mizuho Bank based on answers received from Questionnaire.

Comments from Japanese Companies

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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OEM Car Manufacturer has invested in Gujarat.
To decide within a year
To start operations by April 2020
Existing factory to be expanded in 2020. Gujarat expansion would be 
later.
Operational in Year 2020
Depends on obtaining new production orders
When production capacity of North India is fully utilized by 2024
Operational in Year 2019
Once production orders are confirmed. Depending on conditions of OEM, 
by FY 2018-19.

Among 29 companies that answered “Ahmedabad as 
next factory destination” to Q. No.1, 21% have already 
decided on the same.

N=29 Companies

Amongst the companies that answered Ahmedabad as next factory 
location, about half of them mentioned production capacity of 
Gujarat Customer – OEM auto Manufacture, reaching 1 Million cars 
as Investment Criteria

N=24Companies

Depends on various conditions (given by OEM)
Customer reaching 1 Million Car capacity
Depending on Orders that would be received
More than 60,000 Cars
Rather than Production capacity of OEM, thinking of investing before the 
cost demerit in comparison with existing competitor in Gujarat doesn’t 
become huge
When 1 Million Cars capacity is seen
In our factory, manufacturing products to support 250,000 car capacity

Source: Prepared by GSAD, Mizuho Bank based on answers received from Questionnaire.

Comments from Japanese CompaniesComments from Japanese Companies

②Questionnaire to Japanese Companies yet to expand presence in Gujarat(About companies that answered positive on expansion in Ahmedabad)

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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Sanand III is a good location as Foreign OEM Car manufactures are nearby.
Better to be closer
Distance is important. Bearing logistics cost is difficult
To Analyze Pros and cons and decide on closest location to customer
Not considered as there are no competitors near the existing facility.
About 20 ~ 30 km. Do not want to be closer.
Depending on Pros and cons.

Among the Companies that answered Ahmedabad as their next 
factory location, about 40% companies mention distance 
between Customer and the proposed own factory in Gujarat to 
be within 70km

N=25 Companies

Among the Companies that answered Ahmedabad as 
their next factory location, about 33％ of them are 
considering a size less than 5000 m2 built up area for 
the facility

N=28 Companies

Initially, to start operation in Rental Factory and later, depending on situation, 
consider moving to own factory.
To begin with 2,000 ㎡. Once more orders are received, could move to a bigger 
facility

Comments from Japanese CompaniesComments from Japanese Companies

②Questionnaire to Japanese Companies yet to expand presence in Gujarat(About companies that answered positive on expansion in Ahmedabad)

Source: Prepared by GSAD, Mizuho Bank based on answers received from Questionnaire.

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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Want to keep the Initial investment minimal (Rental Factory) 
In the future, possibility of doing pre-processing of Semi conductors
Approximately INR 50 Crore
Size is small as it is an assembly facility.

Concept of Plug and Play structure of business is good.
For various reasons, recruiting workers from various states.
Would like to use Rental Factory until there is a significant change in business
Want Infrastructure / services such as Bus transport, Cafeteria, Policing
In the case of Neemrana, Police watch to prevent crime is very useful
Would use Rental Factory for 3 ~ 4 years
Japan Desk necessary but no need to have a Japanese National
Japan Desk necessary only if it supports negotiations with Gujarat Government. It is inefficient to 
go out for food if there is a clean environment in Factory. 
Very happy if shared services are available if we use Rental Factory
3 year lease for a Rental Factory size of 2,000 ㎡ is desirable. Would consider Shared Services 
based on Pros and cons.
Would like to think based on Neemrana’s experience as it was good. Do not want to live within 
Industrial Area.
To begin with, Rental Factory of size about 1 Acre for 5 years.
Japanese Food Service
Support towards recruitment of local workers, Education and Skill Development

Among the Companies that answered Ahmedabad as their 
next factory location, about 50% of them answered less than 
INR 50 Crore as investment size being considered

N=24 Companies

For companies considering investment in Ahmedabad area, need is 
high for shared services, support infrastructure such as Hospitals, 
Residences. 10 Companies have answered that they require Rental 
Factories.

N=26 Companies
(Multiple Options
allowed)

Comments from Japanese Companies
Comments from Japanese Companies

②Questionnaire to Japanese Companies that are yet to expand presence in Gujarat(About companies that answered positive on expansion in Ahmedabad)

Source: Prepared by GSAD, Mizuho Bank based on answers received from Questionnaire.

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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自由コメント

Depending on the supplier
Stable power supply is must
Possibility to achieve return on Investment
Waiting for other Japanese companies to move
Ease of female employment is important
Hiring support for local employees, skill development.

・When regulations for Factory setup change at a later date, difficult to adapt to new 
water limits and change in location of generators inside the factory.
・Lack of housing facilities for local staff
・Request government to do custom clearance on Saturday, Sunday as well and also 
create a single window for approvals
・Expansion relies on business partners plans for expansion
・Difficult lives for Japanese expats
・State has good waste management system. However, the general education including 
civic manners such as traffic and driving needs to be worked on.
・Will start with a rental factory, setting up permanent factory is difficult as life of expats 
is very difficult around the area.
・ease of living of local worker is very important
・ After Prime Minister Modi's retirement in the future, there is concern that public's 
attention will be diminished from GJ state, infrastructure development will be delayed
・Lack of skilled Human resource
・Due to the nature of product, its better to manufacture at single factory thus not 
considering expansion 
・We came to know that hiring talent is very difficult in Gujarat
・Even the existing Joint Venture Indian Partner feels that Factory operation in Gujarat is 
difficult

Companies considering expansion regard lack of skilled 
human resource and living environment (for both 
Japanese and local ) as important issues

N=23 Companies
(Multiple selection
permitted)

Other opinions on Investment in Gujarat

Comments from Japanese Companies

②Questionnaire to Japanese Companies that are yet to expand presence in Gujarat(About companies that answered positive on expansion in Ahmedabad)

Source: Prepared by GSAD, Mizuho Bank based on answers received from Questionnaire.

Investment Possibilities of Japanese Companies(requirements and services for factory setup)
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Understanding of the factors to attract Japanese companies (rental factories,
business support, etc.)
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 Summary of requirements by Japanese companies for investment based on interview and questionnaire
 Japanese Investor should implement the action plan as earliest to overcome the concerning issues, prioritizing items 

mentioned in red.

Requirements & Precautions for Japanese Companies Investment in s subject target area.

Understanding Attraction Points for Japanese Companies (Rental Factory, Business Support etc.)

Road 
Infrastructure 

- Road infrastructure improvement from Sanand  
– Mandal - Becharaji.

House/
Social 

Infrastructure 

- Insufficient social infrastructure like housing,
hospitals, schools, safety mechanism for local 
Japanese and employees.
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- Concern regarding scarcity of industrial land
Industrial Use

Land

Policies
Services

- Concern over time consuming due to 
complicated procedures and formalities.

- Requirement of common facilities (bus etc.) are 
concerned as most important aspect.

Employees
Recruitment
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- Due to lack of human resources in the 
region ,its difficult to employ qualitative industrial 
workers.
- Reforms in labor systems for industries 

Essential Requirements of Japanese Companies  Counter measures 

State government has already initiated the to improve 
road connectivity in respective area.

Possible to overcome by residential development by Japanese 
and local investors.
Possible by launching surveillance security system by local 
companies within the industrial estate area.

Possible to overcome land scarcity by Japanese Investors. 
Specially evaluating development of Japanese Industrial 
Township in Sanand III and proposing the development 
concept.

Requesting State govt. to improve single window 
facility.Partially,.one of the Japanese company is already 
offering common bus service and company establishment 
services

Possible to overcome by establishing  human resource 
development institute by Japanese investors (like JIM - Japan-
India Institute for Manufacturing) and which will also facilitate 
recruitment. 
State govt. expects Japanese Investors to launch respective 
services and which are under consideration by such investors.
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(4)
Business feasibility/profitability, implementation method,
risk analysis, issue identification of business related to industrial estates, etc.

Basic design of the infrastructure system, etc. (basic design and business model 
planning, etc., required for the new establishment, improvement, and modernization 
of the infrastructure system)

P.63

Verification of land use plans, acquisitions and the land planned for acquisition P.67

Verification and possibility to develop infrastructure (both in hard and soft aspects) 
in and near the industrial estate

P.70

Calculation of business size, etc. (cost analysis, including the cost of land acquisition, 
land preparation, administration, and maintenance, etc.)

P.79

Business feasibility/profitability analysis (verification of sales price/year, 
IRR calculation per case, etc.)

P.82

Verification of fundraising methods P.91

Risk analysis (politics, economy, land expropriation, protests from residents, natural 
disasters, and other delay-causing factors, etc.)

P.98

Verification of business organization and operation schedules P.100

Concept of Sanand Ⅲ industrial estate development to attract investment by 
Japanese company 

P.87
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Business Model and Assessment Method

Business Model and Assessment Method

 For this research, Sanand III Industrial estate is classified into two business models and assessing the respective 
business models. 

 Assessment method is desk research and interviewing respective stakeholders.

Overview Verification method

Case 1: Business 
model as private 
industrial estate 
operation

Business model

Japanese developers would purchase land for 
Japanese Industrial Township of Sanand III 
Industrial Estate and will develop and operate 
as private investor.

- Desk research. 
Collect information about industrial estates in other areas of 
India as well as Sanand and nearby areas, in order to verify 
their business feasibility.
- Interview study
Interview Japanese and foreign industrial estate operators 
and verify their projects’ business feasibility and interest in 
participating in Sanand III.

Case 2: “Plug and 
play” type business 
model

State govt will develop and operate Sanad III 
industrial estate.
- Particular area of the Industrial land will be  
Japanese Industrial Township, where 
Japanese investor would a operate “plug &
play” model business (rental factory + 
operation of hard/soft services).

- Desk research.
Collect information about similar business in other areas in 
India as well as Sanand and nearby areas, in order to verify 
their business feasibility.
-Interview study
Interview “play & play” model business operators and verify 
their projects’ business feasibility and interest in 
participating in Sanand III.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from state government
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Basic design of the infrastructure system, etc. (basic design and business model 
planning, etc., required for the new establishment, improvement, and modernization 
of the infrastructure system)
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Basic Design of Infrastructure Systems, etc.

 In this study, we categorized the development scheme of Sanand III Industrial Estate into two business models and 
verified the business feasibility of each of them.

 We performed verification via desk studies and interviews with the operators.

Overview of Sanand III Industrial Estate Development plan

 According to the master plan of Gujarat State (as 
of 2017), 44.2% of the industrial estate is to be 
used as an industrial site, 6.4% as a logistics site, 
5.5% as a site for commercial activities, and 4.0% as 
a residential site.

Land Use Category Area(ha) Ratio
Industrial 636.0 44.2%
Logistics 92.0 6.4%
Mixed Land Use &
Commercial

79.0 5.5%

Residential 57.0 4.0%
Green Open Space 64.0 4.5%
Road. Etc 510.0 35.5%
Total Area (ha) 1436.0

Overview of Sanand III Industrial Estate

Item Description

Overview of 
Sanand III 
Industrial 
Estate

 Developed and operated by the government of Gujarat State (Gujarat 
Industrial Development Corporation [GIDC])

 Total land area to be developed: 1,438 ha
 Sale of lots started in Autumn 2018; basic infrastructure provided
 Land price: INR 3,800/m2 (Lease term: 99 years)
 Development of land lots for commercial and residential use also 

planned, in addition to industrial use

Infrastructure

 Basic infrastructure being developed by the local state government 
(Planned to be completed in December 2020)
Roads (43 km), water (11 MLD), other facilities (GIDC offices, fire 
stations, police stations, etc.)

Transportatio
n/ access

 Roads: Connected to state road No.7 (Sanand-Viramgam Highway, two 
lanes on each side) 

 Railway: Sanand Station (21 km), Viramgam Station (29 km)
 Port: Kandla Port (274 km), Mundra Port (324 km), Hazira Port (310 

km), DFC Sanand Junction (tentative)
 Airport: Ahmadabad International Airport (35 km)
 Nearby cities: Ahmadabad (population: 5 million people, 35 km), Sanand 

(19 km), Viramgam (22 km)
 Finished car manufacturers in the nearby area/industrial estates: Tata 

(9 km), Ford (14 km), Mandal Industrial Estate exclusively used by 
Japanese companies (50 km), Honda (two wheelers) (51 km), Suzuki 
(four wheelers) (68 km)

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from state government
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Japanese Industrial Township exclusively for Japanese companies

 584.1 hectares of Sanand III Industrial Estate developed as an area exclusively used by Japanese companies 
 50% (305.2 hectares) of the area exclusively used by Japanese companies to be used as an industrial site 

with the remainder used for residential and commercial sites, etc.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on the materials provided by 
the government of Gujarat State and on interviews with design offices

 The government of Gujarat State suggested that, in 
Sanand III Industrial Estate, the shaded portion in 
the following map (612 hectares) can be developed 
as an area exclusively used by Japanese companies.

 The area that is considered to be feasible for use (584.1 
hectares) among the areas suggested by the government of 
Gujarat State is in the scope of this consideration on land 
use as an area exclusively used by Japanese companies.

Concept of the industrial estate exclusively used by 
Japanese companies

Land use (draft plan)

This area is a 
green belt and is 
considered as not 
available for 
development.

Basic Design of Infrastructure Systems, etc.

Area that the government of Gujarat State assumes 
to be exclusively for  Japanese companies

Overview of the area that is exclusively 
forJapanese companies (scope of verification this time)

Land use Land area (ha)

Industrial 305.2

Residential 24.8

Commercial 9.9

Infrastructure 56.2

Roads (60 m) 33.9

Roads (45 m) 46.9

Roads (30 m) 89.4

Green belt 8.5

Gas lines 3.1

Electricity lines 6.2

Total 584.1
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Design of various infrastructure systems

 Infrastructure systems for the business model case (1) industrial estate operation business are assumed as follows, 
and then cost calculations are performed.

 Gujarat govt wont be providing “plug & play” model business which assures various infrastructure systems.

Land use
Area
(ha)

unit of supply 
amoumt

(m3/day ha）

Water supply
(m3/day）

Industrial site 305.2 37 11,292

Residential site 24.8 83.3 2,066

Commercial site 9.9 61.7 611

Infrastructure area 56.2 12.3 691

Roads (60m) 33.9 12.3 417

Roads (45m) 46.9 12.3 577

Roads (30m) 89.4 12.3 1,100

Green belt 8.5 0 0

Gas 3.1 0 0

Power 6.2 0 0

Total 584.1 16,754

Basic Design of Infrastructure Systems, etc.

• Wastewater is assumed to be consolidated to the wastewater 
treatment system site mentioned in the existing plan. 

• Supposing that the amount of wastewater is 80% of the supplied 
water, it will be approx. 14,800 m3/day and the required extension 
of wastewater pipes will be approx. 8,700 m for the main pipe 
(which is laid under the 60 m-wide road) and approx. 12,700 m for 
branch pipes, totaling approx. 21,100 m.

• Electricity is assumed to be supplied from the sub-station 
site mentioned in the existing plan.

• Supposing that the power consumption rate of the 
industrial estate is 300 kVA/ha, the entire industrial estate 
requires approx. 92 MW and the total extension of the 
power feeding system will be approx. 25,800 m.

• There are rivers (or canals for farming) at the east and 
west sides of the planned area.

• The rainwater discharge system as per below is planned 
with the assumption that such canals can be used for 
discharge. The total length of the required rainwater 
discharge system is approx. 34,500 m.

• Water is assumed to be supplied to the entire industrial estate 
from the water supply area mentioned in the existing plan.

• According to the assumption below, the estate will require 
water of approx. 18,500 m3/day and the required extension of 
water supply pipes will be approx. 10,100 m for the main pipe 
(which is laid under the 60 m-wide road and the major 
infrastructure site) and approx. 15,300 m for branch pipes.

Power feeding system/facilities

Water supply system/facilities

Wastewater treatment system/facilities

Rainwater discharge system/facilities

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on the materials provided by 
the government of Gujarat State and on interviews with design offices
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Verification of land use plans, acquisitions and the land planned for acquisition
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Land due diligence method in Sanand Ⅲ

Land acquisition situation

Sanad III Target Area Due diligence method

Obtain land ownership related data from 
various institutions and information sources

Outsourcing DD to Law Firm

Land procurement current situation and 
Issues of randomly selected 4 land samples.

Department GIDC
Revenue

Department
Sub Registrar Office

Litigation
Database

Evidence
Consent 
Awards 

Registered Sales 
Deed

*10 samples

Encumbrance 
Certificate

*10 samples

Court 
Litigation
(Civil Suit)

Checked
Contents

Title owner
is GIDC/

Land Type
Title owner is GIDC

Pending Loan
History

Pending 
Civil Suit
History

GIDC has acquired land about 80% of Snanad III industrial estate.
As a result of sample DD(4 sample for Japanese Industrial 
Township & 6 for Sanand III Industrial estate ), there are some  
issues with Japanese Industrial Township. The State govt. need to 
complete necessary documents.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on Gujarat State govt.and law firm materials
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Land Type

GIDC Title

Pending Loan *3

Pending Suit

Non agricultural land*1

*2   

   

*4   

* 1: Land purchased by GIDC has already been converted to industrial land.
* 2: Land purchased by GIDC, but the title not been transferred in land ownership document.
* 3: For Japanese Estate Township there are no outstanding debts records, but there is information on unpaid land 

obligation for other areas.
* 4: Land purchased by GIDC, but the lawsuit history pending on official documents. 

1 2 3 4
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Precautions/Recommendations

 As land procurement & interest title has complication, , it is necessary to confirm whether the land is really available 
for use or not.

 While purchasing Sanand III industrial estate land, following are the recommendation for Japanese Investor and tenant 
company.

1.Land usage

2.Land Title

3.Advice of Law 
firm etc.

・Conducting fresh land due diligence to identify land usage of target 
development area has been changed from agricultural to Industrial usage.

・Conducting fresh land due diligence to identify ownership of proposed 
target development area ownership.
・Inquiry to government department for evidence supporting ownership of 
proposed target development area ownership.

・Any other advice by law firm with respect to land due diligence.

Land acquisition situation
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Verification and possibility to develop infrastructure (both in hard and soft aspects) 
in and near the industrial estate
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Area Map ( Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj )

Hotel

Service apartment

2

② Le Tokyo

INR 3,950 to INR 5,500 per Night

3

④ Hotel Safar

INR 1900 to INR 2,500 per Night

⑤ Hotel Royal Palace

INR 1,200 to INR 1,500 per Night

⑥ Pearl of Heaven The Hotel

INR 3,300 to INR 4,300 per Night

⑦ Hotel Saffron

INR 900 to INR 2,500 per Night

③ Pam Inn Residency

INR 2,300 to INR 2,700 per Night

4

1

1

① Aju Japanese Hotel

INR 5,000 per Night

5

Around Changodar
*Southern Ahmedabad

6

7

8

⑧ The Habitare

-

① Club O7

INR 4,500 to INR 5,500 per Night

⑨ Tokyo Ryokan

-

9

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 

Hotel and service apartment map around Ahmedabad

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Map data ©2019 Google
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Area Map ( Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj )

① 78

Apartment 3-4 BHK 6,000-8,000

② Riviera Greens

Villas 4-5 BHK 6,000-9,000

③ The Meadows

Villas 3-4 BHK 4,300-7,300

1
2
3

④ Safal Vihaan

Villas 4-5 BHK 5,000-7,000

4

⑤ Gala Lotus Villas

Villas 4 BHK 7,000-12,000

5

⑥ Kalhar Blue & Greens

Villas 4 BHK 5,000

8

6

⑦ Arvind Uplands

Villas 4-6 BHK 3,700

7

⑧ Shilpgram 6

Plots & Villas - 3,500-4,000

⑨ Glade 1

Plots & Villas 1-4 BHK 3,500-4,000

Around Sanand

Hotel and service apartment map around Ahmedabad

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Residential for overseas businessman

*Residential for overseas businessman is generally used 
as a service apartment

Name

Type Configuration
Rate (INR/ Sq. 

Ft. of SBUA)

*Reference

Around Thoi
*Northern Sanand

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 

Map data ©2019 Google

Map data ©2019 Google
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Area Map ( Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj )

4

1

7

6

2

5

⑤ Kuro 

(Renaissance Hotel内)

⑥ Restaurant

(Le Tokyo Hotell内)

① Miyabi

④ Restaurant

(Aju Japanese Hotels内)

⑦ Sakura Ryokan

③ Sakura Restaurant

Location is unknown.

② Tokyo Ryokan

3

Japanese restaurant

（Reference）Japanese restaurant map around Ahmedabad

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 

Map data ©2019 Google
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Area Map ( Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj )

Shopping complex

② Ahmedabad One Mall

1

④ CG Square

③ ISCON Mega Mall

⑤ Gulmohar Park

① Acropolis Mall

2

3

4

5

（Reference）Shopping complex map around Ahmedabad

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 

Map data ©2019 Google
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Area Map ( Mandal-Becharaji-Khoraj )

Hospital

② Apollo Hospital

① Zydus Hospital

1

2

（Reference）Hospital map around Ahmedabad

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 

Map data ©2019 Google
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 We verified the current situation and feasibility of introducing hard/soft infrastructure for Sanand III Industrial Estate 
for the business model cases (1) (industrial estate operation business) and (2) (“plug and play” type business).

 We performed verification based on interviews with the operators and on a competitor analysis made by a local real 
estate consultant.

Verification of the feasibility of introducing the infrastructure for the industrial estate

Infrastructure system Current situation analysis Feasibility of introduction

Integrated wastewater 
treatment system

- The tenants of Sanand III Industrial Estate need to treat 
wastewater/material by themselves according to the Zero 
Discharge policy. The tenants of the nearby industrial 
estates have introduced their own wastewater treatment 
system, which forces them to incur heavy cost burden. 

H
ar

d

- Sanand III will introduce an integrated wastewater 
treatment system provided by a Japanese operator 
that has already provided services in other parts of 
India, and this is expected to attract tenants. 
- The introduction cost is being borne by this 
operator.

Waste treatment/
recycling

- The tenants of Sanand III Industrial Estate need to treat 
wastewater/material by themselves according to the Zero 
Discharge policy. The tenants of nearby industrial estates 
are using local waste disposers to manage solid waste.

- The introduction of waste treatment/recycling 
facilities to industrial estates is highly beneficial to 
tenants, but the feasibility has been low, as no 
Japanese companies have been interested in the 
scheme.

Residences with in the 
industrial estate and 
serviced apartments

- At other industrial estates in India, both local state 
government and private operators commission private 
developer(s) to develop residences within the industrial 
estate or to provide serviced apartments.
- In the areas near Sanand III, certain local companies are 
operating residential real estate businesses.

- There are already many competitors in nearby areas, 
and the rent is low. It is therefore difficult for a 
Japanese developer to open a new facility in an 
industrial estate by itself.

Rental factories

- Rental factory facilities are offered by Japanese 
operators for a certain number of Japanese manufacturers 
in the nearby area. Most non-Japanese operators are 
providing rental warehouses.

- Rental factories are attractive to Japanese 
manufacturers that wish to contain initial investments.
- Introduction is feasible depending on Japanese 
operators.

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 
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 We verified the current situation and feasibility of introducing hard/soft infrastructure for Sanand III Industrial Estate 
for the business model cases (1) (industrial estate operation business) and (2) (“plug and play” type business).

 We performed verification based on interviews with the operators and on a competitor analysis made by a local real 
estate consultant.

Verification of the feasibility of introducing the infrastructure for the industrial estate

Infrastructure system Current situation analysis Feasibility of introduction

Support for 
business/recruiting

- Japanese companies are establishing companies and are 
recruiting human resources individually.
- A certain number of service providers exist in the city 
of Ahmadabad.

- Needs are high at industrial estates. Japanese 
operators can provide support for company 
establishment and resource recruitment, etc., via 
a “plug & play” scheme.

Japan Desk

- Most operators have established a Japan Desk staffed 
with Japanese workers at Japanese industrial estates in 
ASEAN.
- JETRO is responding to inquiries to a certain degree at 
local state government-run industrial estates in India. 
Gujarat State has established a Japan Desk, but no 
Japanese workers exist.

- Japanese industrial estate operators/"plug and 
play" type operators can establish a Japan Desk 
staffed by Japanese workers to respond the 
needs of tenant companies.

S
o
ft

Support for commuting

- In India, manufacturers charter buses for employees 
commuting from nearby cities.
- A Japanese operator is providing bus charter business 
for tenants via a "plug and play" scheme in nearby areas.

- Feasibility is high for introduction of a bus 
charter business for companies in industrial 
estates via a "plug and play" scheme.

Security

- Japanese companies operating in/near Ahmadabad 
mentioned concerns about the security of employees.
- There is a case where a Japanese operator provides 
security services on contract with industrial estates in 
North India. 

- Feasibility is high for Japanese security 
operators to be involved in the project or for 
providing infrastructure such as security cameras.

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 
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 We verified the feasibility of introducing the infrastructure for Sanand III Industrial Estate and nearby areas.

Verification of the feasibility of introducing the infrastructure for the industrial estate

Infrastructure system Current situation analysis Feasibility of introduction

Nearby residences and
serviced apartments

- Sanand III Industrial Estate is within 30 minutes by car 
from the city of Ahmadabad, which is within commuting 
distance.
- Local companies are already providing residences and 
serviced apartments in Ahmadabad and the area near 
Sanand III.
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- The difficulty is high in terns of business 
feasibility, as Ahmadabad is within commuting 
distance from Sanand III and as a certain number 
of residences and serviced apartments are 
provided by local companies.

Transportation

- Regarding access to Sanand II Industrial Estate, public 
transportation (bus and railway) is available only to the 
nearby Sanand villages and is not available between the 
villages and the industrial estate. Tenants therefore charter 
buses to support workers.

- As it is difficult for private operators to 
establish infrastructure such as buses and 
railways, support for commuting through "plug 
and play“ type business is realistic.

Japanese food
- Indian operators have already planned to open nearly 10 
Japanese restaurants in the city of Ahmadabad and in the 
Becharaji area.

- The entry of Japanese operators is difficult, as 
there are already many competitors and as 
alcohol cannot be served due to state 
regulations.

Verification of Possibility to Launching (hard & soft) infrastructure in Industrial Estate 
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Calculation of business size, etc. (cost analysis, including the cost of land acquisition, 
land preparation, administration, and maintenance, etc.)
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(Case 1) Calculation of business size, etc

Calculation of Business Size, etc.

Land acquisition 
cost

Land development 
and infrastructure 

cost

Sales cost

 The price suggested by the GIDC is INR 3,800/m2 (approx. USD 54/m2) for land + USD 
3.5/m2 for external infrastructure development cost equivalent.

* Rate as of Dec 2018 1INR = USD 0.014

 According to Gujarat State government, the above is at the same level as the industrial 
estate operated by the local state government in a nearby area (Sanand II).

Item Assumption

Overall

Calculated the approximate development cost based on the approximate quantity and 
the unit price calculated from the results of interviews by design consultants and the 
results from similar existing projects
 The land development and infrastructure costs are assumed to be USD 23/m2.

Water supply
Clean water is assumed to be procured by each tenant company, and therefore this is 
not included in the land development cost. Only an approx. 21 km-long water conduit is 
included in the cost calculation.

Wastewater
treatment

Costs for integrated wastewater treatment systems and for the establishment of water 
recycling networks are included.

Power feeding
The costs for the establishment of 33 kV/11 kV substation facilities and 11 kV supply 
networks are included in the cost calculation.

Land
development

Soil dressing using soil brought in from other places is not necessary considering the 
water level of past floods. It is assumed to use sand within the area for land 
development.

 The overall cost is USD 80.5/m2 (USD 54/m2 + USD 3.5/m2 + USD 23/m2).
 As the land available for sale is 58.2% of the total, the sales cost will be USD 138.5/m2 (= 

USD 80.5/m2  / 58.2%) 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Calculation of Business Size, etc.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Development body
 Assuming that the area that will be used exclusively by Japanese companies will be developed and organized 

by a Japanese industrial estate operator as the operator of the industrial estate
 The development operator is expected to be invested in by a Japanese developer.

Infrastructure 
development

 While the land lots in industrial estates run by local state governments of India are generally sold as-is and 
while electricity and water, etc., need to be procured by tenants, the Sanand III project plans to involve 
relatively advanced infrastructure systems (with the roles and responsibilities mentioned below) in this 
verification of business feasibility.

Electricity Water supply Wastewater treatment

Contract party for the 
tenant

Electricity company
Local state 
government

Business operator of the 
industrial estate

Roles of the local 
state government

Provision of power lines 
(from the substation to the 
industrial estate)

Water purification JV to outsource the operation

Role of the industrial 
estate operator

Development of a 
distribution network within 
the area

Development of a 
water supply 
network within the 
area

Secondary treatment
Treated water is brought back to 
each factory. (The first treatment 
is performed by each factory.)

(Case 1) Calculation of business size, etc
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Business feasibility/profitability analysis (verification of sales price/year, 
IRR calculation per case, etc.)
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(Case 1) Business feasibility analysis

Business feasibility/profitability analysis

 Cash flow simulation was carried out under certain cases, and business viability was verified.

Total development / Available sales area： 800 Acres / Available sales area (60%)

Land purchase unit price： Rs3,800/㎡+USD3.5/㎡ ・・・GIDC offer

Land purchase time： Purchase all areas in bulk in the first year

Sales price increase rate： 4.3% / year ・・・Five-year inflation rate in the future（IMF）

Construction cost： Calculated based on the results of interviews with local general contractors

Assumption

 Initial selling price（USD/㎡） ①200 ・・・Set as ideal case(referring Indonesia case) 
②150 ・・・Development cost consider as base price
③125 ・・・Other private industrial park price range(refereeing Chennai)

 Sales pace（ha/year） ① 35 ≒7～9 companies/year・・・deal price for local investors 
② 21 ≒4～5 companies/year・・・Average of past pace of peripheral industrial park of NCR
③ 15 ≒3～4 companies/year・・・passive scenario is set

Parameter

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Business feasibility/profitability analysis

 The following is the IRR by business case.

 The IRR of 15 to 20% is a general target for industrial estate development in high-risk emerging countries.

 In the calculations in the table below, when seeking a certain profit, the selling price is set to USD 225 / m 2, the sales pace of 35 ha / 
year is the level required for investment judgment. Development costs will exceed 45 billion yen. Even if it is expected that future 
industrial sites will be short as a result of interviews with Japanese and foreign capital developers, inexpensive industrial parks will be 
supplied by state governments and private enterprises in the vicinity, so companies that intend to participate in the above standards 
absent.

Conclusion

 The project has a reasonable level of potential considering the 
fact that it is located in an area where the clustering of 
Japanese companies is expected to occur and that it would be 
operated near the city center of Ahmedabad. However, the 
project is difficult to earn a profit as an independent business.

 The “Asset Light” business model (not for the industrial estate 
operation) that is highly attractive to Japanese tenants, will be 
required ("plug and play“ type business, etc.)

(Reference) Sales price of industrial estates in India:
Sri City (private estate in AP state): Approx. USD 30/m2 

Mahindra World City (private estate in TN state): Approx. 
USD 120/m2 

GIDC Mandal (local state government-run estate near 
Sanand III): Approx. USD 38/m2 

Mascot (private estate near Sanand III): Approx. USD 84/m2

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

IRR
Sales Pace

15ha/year 21ha/year 35ha/year

In
it
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l 
se
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n
g 
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e

USD225/㎡ -2.3% 5.2% 17.8%

USD200/㎡ -4.2% 2.9% 14.4%

USD175/㎡ -6.2% 0.6% 10.8%

USD150/㎡ -8.4% -2.0% 7.2%

USD125/㎡ -10.7% -4.7% 3.4%

USD100/㎡ -13.6% -7.9% -1.3%

(Case 1) Business feasibility analysis
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(Case 2) Business model of the "plug and play" type business and profitability

 We verified the current situation and feasibility of introducing hard/soft infrastructure for Sanand III Industrial Estate for 
the business model case (1) (industrial estate operation business) and (2) ("plug & play“ model business).

 We performed verification based on interviews with current operators and on a competitor analysis made by a local real 
estate consultant.

Business feasibility/profitability analysis

"Plug and play" type business offerings Target and factors to attract tenants Concept

Rental 
factory

• 4 rental factories (available for 
15 companies each) on a 50-
acre parcel of land

• Electricity and water 
supply/discharge system is 
provided by the operator to 
the tenants.

The target is considered to be small to mid-
sized Japanese companies with an investment 
size of JPY 500 million or less, for whom the 
following benefits are expected to be offered. 
(1) Smaller initial investment cost compared to 
owning factories by themselves
(2) Reduction of lead time for entering India
(3) Lower running cost

Business
support

・The following hard/soft 
infrastructure is provided in 
addition to the rental factory.
(1) Recycling facilities
(2) Shared cafeteria
(3) Support for commuting bus
(4) Support for company 
establishment
(5) Support for recruiting
(6) Support for logistics
(7) Services provided by 
Japanese people
(8) Security services

The target is small to mid-sized Japanese 
companies with an investment size of JPY 500 
million or less. The following factors regarding 
the estate are expected to attract them.
(1) Lower management cost by saving on the 

administrative cost of cafeterias, buses, 
and security

(2) Lower administrative burden, such as 
support for company establishment and 
recruiting

(3) Comfortable environment for small to mid-
sized companies that are entering India and 
Gujarat State, with services provided by 
Japanese operators

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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(Case 2) Business model of the "plug and play" type business and profitability

Business feasibility/profitability analysis

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

 We verified the profitability for the entry of Japanese operators in a "plug & play“model business (business model case (2)).

 In verifying the business feasibility, we considered the entire business offering not by focusing on the sales price/pace or on IRR calculation, as we did 
in case (1).

Investment (development cost, etc.)“Plug and play" Model business offerings Profitability

Conclusion

 A large profit cannot be expected from rental factories and business support via a "plug and play" type business. Operators need to make an investment 
decision considering the ripple effect on other businesses.

Rental
factories

Business 
support

Others

• Implementation of a rental factory 
business at a land site of 50 acres in 
size

• Support for company establishment 
and the provision of services such as 
human resources-related services and 
commuting support, according to the 
needs of the companies in the 
industrial estate

• Implementation of the operator’s 
businesses other than "plug and 
play“ type business (manufacturing, 
logistics, and others)

• The investment size shall be more 
than JPY 2 billion considering the land 
price of USD 54/m2 and the 
infrastructure development cost 
(building and site infrastructure) of 
USD 239/m2.

• No investment is necessary, as each 
business is provided for by a unique 
market price.

• The size of investment cost accords 
with the businesses involved.

• The nearby rental factory market average 
rent is USD 3.9, if this been double of the 
current rent prices larger profits cannot be 
attained.

• It is difficult to earn income that deviates 
from the market price in each form of 
business support. There may only be a 
certain marketing effect.

• A reasonable level of ripple effect is 
expected on other businesses of the 
operator (marketing effect), triggered by the 
"plug and play" type business.
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Concept of Sanand Ⅲ industrial estate development to attract investment by 
Japanese company 
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Summarizing Assessment Result and Development Approach

Concept of Sanand Ⅲ industrial park development towards Japanese company concentration

Business Assessment Result

Current Target Area

 For subject target area where Japanese companies as 
expected to gather, the  requirements of existing Japanese 
companies are industrial land, employee recruitment services, 
common facilities.  Which makes easier for Japanese 
companies to make decision to enter in respective industrial 
estate.

 At present, in target area there is no Japanese Estate 
Township for Japanese companies and above facilities in 
state industrial estate & private industrial estate in nearby 
area are limited.

 Result based on profitability assessment of industrial Estate 
and Plug & Play Business Model for Sanand III Industrial 
Township, for both business models investment by Japanese 
investors are challenging.    

 Along with conducting side business like logistics etc., there 
are Japanese Investors interested in considering to invest 
Plug & Play Model. Its practical to invest with plug & play 
model as its initial cost is low and offering common services 
has enough attraction effect.

Direction for Industrial Estate Development 

 Under Plug & Play business model,for
Japanese Industrial Township in Sannad III 
Industrial estate , Japanese investor will offer 
hard and soft services i.e. common services 
such as rental factory, commuting bus, 
canteen and create ideal environment for 
Japanese companies to invest in Ahmedabad 
region.
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Japanese Industrial Township in Sanand Ⅲ

daJapanese Plug and Play center provides Comprehensive 
Fee based services as per the requirement of industries.

Existing Model 

GIDC Sanand Ⅱ (Five Japanese companies )

Each companies set up infrastructure by own 
capacities, which is costly especially for SMEs.

Inside
Plug & Play 

GIDC Mandal (Ten Japanese companies) 

JIM

RBFSoft

Hard

Companies outside P&P area
can NOT procure these services.  

The player implements plug-and-play business including rental factory in Sanand III industrial park's exclusive area of 
Japanese companies (612 ha) and supports tenant companies in terms of soft and hard

Japanese 
Plug and Play 

Player

1, Ready Built Factory (RBT)
Factory space for   Maximum 15 
companies (50 acres)

4, Hard 
infrastructure
Common 
Commuting, 
Cafeteria

5, Soft infrastructure
Business administration , 
HR support 

3, Representative 
association*

2, Vocational Training 
New Vocational institute
of manufacturing

Plug-and-play type business model was implemented, and the tenant company was greatly supported

More than 50 Japanese companies (including 15 in RBF) 
Are expected to operate in the area (800 acres) .

*Association for industrial park and neighborhood area development

Concept of Sanand Ⅲ industrial park development towards Japanese company concentration

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources



Land use
Total Land Use
Ratio from Master
Plan

Industrial 775.25 430.0 53.75%
P&P Center - 50.0 6.25%
Logistics 112.00 24.0 3.00%

Mixed Land Use &
Commercial

96.25 24.0 3.00%

Training Center - 1.6 0.20%
Residential 68.25 8.0 1.00%
Green Open Space 78.75 36.0 4.50%
Road. Etc 619.50 226.4 28.30%
Total Area (acre) 1,750.0 800.0 100%

Japanese Industrial
Tonwship

 （total 800 acres)
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Source: Creating World class industrial Infrastructure at Khoraj

Land Usage for Japanese Industrial Township in SanandⅢ

612 ha is proposed for Sanand Ⅲ Japanese Industrial 
township area

P&P
(20.8 ha)

Japanese Township Area
(612 ha) *tentative

Proposed Japanese Industrial township area

Japanese
P & P Player

Land allotment
(20.8 ha)

Land allotment
For each Japanese tenants 

(305.2 ha)

RBF area
(Maximum 15 companies)

Japanese Industrial zone
(approximately 40 companies)

New Vocational institute
of manufacturing

Soft

Hard
Rep

Land allotment Incentive
(0.7 ha)

Concept of Sanand Ⅲ industrial park development towards Japanese company concentration
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Verification of fundraising methods
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 For development of Sanand III Industrial Estate, Japanese investors can consider below finance procurement 
methods.

JICA

 If it can be arranged as part of urban development, projects that could be utilize with 
both loans and investments.JOIN

 By using land as collateral, company can use loan for development costs at an 
interest rate of 10 to 11%. ->It is reasonable compared with other industrial park 
development project in India

Local
Banks

 If we can explain the significance of policy, there is possibility to provide overseas 
investment loan.

Estimated financing method

Verification of fundraising methods

 If there is a request from state government, it is possible to consider investment 
necessary for human resource development business and development of target area.DMICDC

Self
Financing

 There is no regulation for investment from Japan. However, about 20% dividend 
distribution tax is taxed at the time of dividend.

 Parent company loan is difficult when not in manufacturing industry.

Source: Based on various materials, Mizuho Bank global strategic advisory department made.



 As the Fund procurement regulation is changed and updated from time to time by the Reserve Bank of India, it 
is necessary to confirm the latest information and regulatory details each time.

Overseas

Source: Based on the RBI Regulation, Mizuho Bank Ltd, Global Strategic Advisory Department made.

Method
Capital 
Infusion

Investor

Lender

Exstng Investr

3rd pty alocation
Bank

Loan or Bond

Bank or Investor

Trade Credit

Bank

Exporter

Currency

Purpose nil

India Rupee

Foreign Currency

W.C.

Capex
Import Settlement

Tenor nil
Short

Long

Non Captl Goods：1y*

Captl Goods ：5y*

ECB application

Domestic

Loan

Export Credit

Foreign Currency
India Rupee

Foreign Currency

Short or Long

W.C. or Capex
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Trade Credit application

*From the date of shpmnt or the operatng cycle whichever is less

Verification of fundraising methods

Outline of fund procurement method



Master Direction

External Commercial Borrowing

Advance payment for import 
settlement by bank

Deferred settlement by 
Exporter

Buyer`s Credit Supplier`s CreditOffshore Loan Masala Bond

Trade Credits

Rupee Denominated 
Bonds Overseas

Parent Company Loan
Offshore Bank Loan etc

94

Source: Based on the RBI Regulation, Mizuho Bank Ltd, Global Strategic Advisory Department made.

Verification of fundraising methods

Funding regulation framework
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Recognized 
Lenders

Investors

・International Bank ・International Capital Market
・Multlaterl/Regional/Gov owned Fin institutions
・Overseas Long Term Invest ・Export Credit Agencies
・Suppliers of Equipment ・Foreign Equity Holders
・Overseas Branches/Subsidiaries of Indian Banks

●Same as TrackⅠ, but for 

Overseas Branches/Subsidiaries 
of Indian Banks

●Same as TrackⅡ. In case of NBFCs-MFIs, other 

eligible MFIs, not for profit companies & NGOs, 
ECB can also be availed from overseas 
organizations & individuals.

Eligible

Borrowers

accompanies in manufacturing and software development sectors.
ii.Shipping & airlines companies. iii.SIDBI iv.Units in SEZs.
v.Exim Bank (only under the apprvl route).
vi. Companies in infra sector, NBFC-IFCs,NBFC-AFCs, Holding 
Companies & CICs. Housing Finance Companies, regulated by the 
National Housing Bank, Port Trusts.

End Use 
Prescriptio

ns

The negative list for all Tracks would include the following:
a. Investment in real estate or purchase of land except when used 
b. for affordable housing as defined in Harmonised Master 
List of Infrastructure Sub-sectors notified by Government of India, 
construction and development of SEZ and industrial parks/integrated townships.
b. Investment in capital market.
c. Equity investment.
Additionally for Tracks I & III, the following negative end uses 
will also apply except when raised from Direct and Indirect equity
holders or from a Group company, and provided the loan is for a min average maturity of 5yrs
d. Working capital purposes.
e. General corporate purposes.
f. Repayment of Rupee loans.
Finally, for all Tracks, the following negative end use will also apply:
g. On-lending to entities for the above activities from (a) to (f).

i.All entities listed under Track I.
ii.REITs & INVITs coming under the 

regulatory framework of the SEBI. 

All in Cost ・6m LIBOR or Applicable Benchmark+450bppa
・Prvilng yild of the Gov of India Securities of 

corresponding maturity ＋ 450bppa

・USD50M≧：3y above ※Manufacturing is above 1y
・USD50M＜：5y above

・10y ・Same as TrackⅠ
Min Ave 

Maturity Period

【TrackⅠ：Foreign Currency】 【TrackⅡ：F.C,】 【TrackⅢ：India Rupee】Track

i.All entities listed under Track II.
ii.All NBFCs undr the preview of the Reserve Bank.
iii.NBFCs-MFIs, Not for Profit companies  Societies, 
trusts & cooperatives, NGOs. iv. Companies engaged in 
R&D, training, companies supporting infra, companies 
providing logistics services. Companies engaged in 
maintenance, repair and overhaul & freight forwarding. 
developers of SEZs/NMIZs.

Source: Based on the RBI Regulation, Mizuho Bank Ltd, Global Strategic Advisory Department made.

Verification of fundraising methods

ECB Regulations: Summery of each Tracks Funding regulation framework

[Point]
 For Loan from foreign shareholders(eg Parent 

company) with average maturity year is 5 years, 
working capital & general corporate expenditure 
purpose is possible under following route:
=> Automatic Route is applicable.

 For loan from other than foreign shareholders (eg: 
off-shore loan), in case ECB is for working capital 
& general corporate expenditure purpose, Track 
II( Foreign currency & above 10 year term)  is 
applicable. 
=> In such case - Automatic Route is applicable.

 Capital expenditure is excluded from negative list.
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JICA (Japanese-government-backed yen loan) 「Gujarat State Investment Promotion Program」

 The program (loan amount: 16,825 million yen) encourages improvement of policies and institutions related to private investment promotion, industry 
promotion, industrial human resource development in Gujarat, and aims to improve the state's infrastructure such as road, electricity, water supply

 It is expected that business development will be linked with the policy items and actions below. In particular, it is strongly related to policy item 8

Verification of fundraising methods

NO Policy Items Major Policy Actions

1

Enabling GIDC's capacity to develop 
world class industrial estates

Develop world-class industrial estates across the state 
�Promote sustainability and green initiatives in Industrial development 
�Enable ease of doing business by providing quality support and last mile infrastructure 
�Companies in GIDC estate can consult various matters with GIDC's satellite office near the area in a timely manner �Development of a Business Plan for next 5 years 
for GIDC
�Create a task force group responsible for developing plans that align with the needs of industries.
�Promote sustainable industrial park measures to reduce water, and power intensity in Industrial estates.
�Appointment of  relevant officers to the satellite office

2

Single window system for GIDC industrial 
estates

�Enhance Ease of Doing Business in Gujarat by enabling  100% online approvals for set up/ operations/ expansion in GIDC estates
�Integrate application and payment for common user facilities into the online system
�Adopt an online process for disposal of files and 
other correspondence

3

Strengthening the Single Window for new 
investments in Gujarat

Set up and operationalize a comprehensive single window system
Create an investment monitoring framework
Update and integrate applications on the new single window portal; developing security and online payment capabilities at the same time
Create an investment monitoring framework to measure the approval timeline
Create a comprehensive database with project profiles, sector reports, country reports etc.
Facilitate grounding of investments in the state
Create a policy research cell in iNDEXTb. Research on industrial climate and recommend improvement areas/sectors. The cell will provide policy/incentive inputs
Enable private sector participation in infrastructure projects within the State by developing capability to implement PPP projects
Conduct training sessions/trainsfor nominated people to improve skills for structuring and implementation of PPP projects
Develop a project monitoring matrix for monitoring of 5 selected projects
Monitor the selected projects in accordance with the project monitoring matrix

4 Strengthening of iNDEXTb Enhance quality of training institutions in the state, by creating Gujarat Apex Training Institute (GATI)

5
Capacity building of the PPP cell Create a roadmap for an apex training institution in PPP Mode agreeable amongst all stakeholders including private players.

Prepare benchmarking standards for trainers and trainees based on international affiliations

6
Apex Training Institute and Training of 
Trainers (ToT) for Skill Development

Perform a state level skill gap analysis & district level skill gap analysis
Identify and implement new models of industry participation in vocational training
Skill certification program –Recognition of Prior Learning

7
Strengthening of Gujarat Skill 
Development Mission & Skill Gap Study

Perform a state level skill gap analysis & district level skill gap analysis
Introduce new training trades. Modify existing course curriculums for removal of obsolete training trades.

8
Acceleration of infrastructure 
development

Small infrastructure Project Empowered Committee will select the priority projects and allocate budget properly
The administrative departments and implementing 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Finance method
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 Utilization of public support organizations such as JOIN is also effective in infrastructure development. Approval by the Minister of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism is required for investment decision

 JOIN carries out joint investment with private enterprises, dispatching officers and engineers, negotiations with partner countries concerning 
business, etc. to local enterprises that implement overseas infrastructure projects. From October 2014 to the end of March 2017, the 
contribution of about 20.5 billion yen (from business report)

 In December 2017 the first Indian project was established. A Japanese consortium consisting of Mitsubishi Corp, NEXCO East Japan and JOIN 
acquired a part of the shares of Cube Highways and Infrastructure Pte. Ltd. which is Indian toll road management company from the Global 
Infrastructure Fund I Squared Capital and the International Finance Corporation.

JOIN （Japan Overseas Infrastructure Investment Corporation for Transport & Urban Development）

Scheme Investment process

Verification of fundraising methods

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

Finance method

Map : Join home page
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Risk analysis (politics, economy, land expropriation, protests from residents, natural 
disasters, and other delay-causing factors, etc.)
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Analysis

Risk analysis (politics, economy, land acquisition, disaster, other delay etc)

Commercial Risk

Land acquisition risk and risk of 
delayed Licence

 Commercial risk is the most important thing for business operators in Japan for consideration. The Indian 
automobile market has grown by more than 5% every year, and Japanese automobile manufacturers are 
planning to increase production in the target area, and there is a high possibility that enterprises entering the 
manufacturing industry will increase compared to other areas in India . However, negative factors such as the 
rise in gasoline prices due to the depreciation of the rupee, the rise in US interest rates, and the rise in 
interest rates due to the rise in the Indian domestic increase rate have begun to appear, possibly reducing 
the pace of automobile production expansion in the future. Also, if competing industrial parks with inexpensive 
and attractive service functions in the region are to emerge in future, it can be a big threat.

 State Government has already acquired 80% of the Sanand III land, Risk is low
 Risk of delay in licenses in State government industrial park is also extremely small compared to the private 

sector.

Political Risk

 State government expects Japanese government to support development of Sanand III
 There is no opposition movement by the residents against the Sanand III industrial park in the area at this 

stage, and the risk is considered to be small.
 BJP is in power continually since 1995, next state election is in 2022, Risk of Political Instability is very low   

Environmental Risk
 In spite of being industrial park business and plug-and-play business, the business owner needs to obtain the 

environmental approval of the acquired land from the state government. Risk is low because both industries 
are not large industries with high environmental impact.

Water, electricity, road etc.
Risk of infrastructure 
construction delay

 According to the state government infrastructure will be completed in 2020. The connecting road with the 
main road and the road in the industrial estate have already been constructed, and electricity and gas etc. will 
also be extended from the adjacent Sanand II, so the risk of large delay is considered to be small.

 Risk analysis in the development of Sanand III industrial park and surrounding area are following
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Verification of business organization and operation schedules
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Responsibilities in Plug and play businesses

Division of responsibilities

 Following are respective responsibilities for the project

 Rapid completion of land expropriation of Sanand III industrial 
estate

 Improvement of peripheral infrastructure such as water, 
electricity, roads, harbors etc. in Sanand III industrial estate

 Grant incentives to enterprises

 Related license support related support (One stop window 
improvement etc.)

 Request for cooperation to relevant organizations (GIDC etc.)

 Support for establishment of human resource development 
agencies (provision of land)

Gujarat State Government
 Composition of the entity (investment, partner selection, etc.)

 Provide Japanese-level facility design and operation know-how

 Providing various shared services

Business Operator(Trading Companies)

 Financial 

 Support for entering Japanese companies

Bank

 Infrastructure master plan creation · Detailed design

Development consultant

 Support for peripheral infrastructure improvement through the 
provision of ODA loans and intergovernmental negotiations

 Low-interest loans to the project · Investment

Japanese Government / Related Organizations

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%95%E3%82%A1%E3%82%A4%E3%83%AB:Flag_of_India.svg
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%95%E3%82%A1%E3%82%A4%E3%83%AB:Flag_of_India.svg
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Project Schedule

Operation schedule

FY2019 - 20 FY2020 - 21 FY2021 - 22 FY2022 - 23 FY2023 - 24 FY2030-

Industrial

Trends in GJ

Japanese 

FDI

Sanand Ⅲ
Development

Plug & Play 

Center

Vocational

Training in 

Sanand Ⅲ

Sanand, 

Mandal, 

Becharaji Area  

Development Planning and development for New Japanese Industrial Area
(Vanod and other GIDC area)

Land 
Allotment

Construction 
Rental Factory 

Full Operation of Plug and play service

Land 
Allotment

Soft service (Business Establishment services)

Construction Full Operation of vocational training 

Marketing and Planning

Planning 

Preparation

Open

Passenger Car Mfg. 
Capacity of the region –

1 Million Cars

Another 50 additional 
Japanese Companies to be 
setup in the region by 2030

Passenger Car Mfg. 
Capacity of the region –

2 Million Cars

Metro Link 
Opening

Bullet Train 
Opening

50 more Japanese Companies 
to be setup in the region by 

2025

50 Japanese 
companies in 

SanandⅢ

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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(5) Benefits for Japan and India

Benefits to the target country by implementation of the project P.104

Prediction of benefits (economic effects) to Japan P.106
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Benefits to the target country by implementation of the project
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FDI from Japan

Local procurement

Employment

50 companies
Assume 100 million ~ 20 billion yen(avg of 1 
billion) per company, maximum amount is 
1 billion × 50 companies = 50 billion yen

Assume that local procurement of equipment 
and raw materials corresponding to 50% of 
each company's investment scale in India

50 billion× 50% = 25 billion yen

50 companies operate on site, employing 
managers and workers as much as 10 to 200 

people (average 100 people)
100 p× 50 companies = 5,000 p

With the promotion of this project, about 50 Japanese companies are expected to establish and operate 
new factories in Sanand III industrial park. As a result, an economic effect of 75 billion yen and 
employment of more than 5,000 are expected by 20130.

Economic effects of 
75 billion yen for 
investment and 

local procurement 
and 5 thousand new 

jobs will occur

Economic effect to India

Prediction of benefits to India

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Prediction of benefits (economic effects) to Japan
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 Based on the premise that 50 Japanese companies set up a factory at Sanand III Industrial Park, ① business 
recovery of plug and play type business, ② related business such as water treatment and housing / service 
apartment business etc. , ③ Procurement of equipment by Japanese companies in Japan, ④ Raw materials by 
Japanese companies procurement, dividends, royalties, etc. are assumed

 The economic effect on Japan for a total of 10 years is considered to be 68 billion yen

Sanand III Industrial Park Plug-
and-play type business

Related business
(water treatment and 

housing)

Procurement of equipment by 
Japanese companies in Japan

Raw materials by Japanese 
companies

Investment collection of Japanese companies (10 
years)

4 billion yen

Procurement in Japan is carried out (assuming one 
company 300 million yen)

3 companies × 500 million yen = 1.5 billion yen

50 companies have procured raw materials, royalties and 
dividends from Japan

(Assuming one company 100 million yen as 10 years)
50 companies × 100 million yen × 10 years = 50 billion yen

Economic effect to 
Japan total of 68 

billion yen

Concept of prediction of benefits (economic effect) to Japan

Economic effect to Japan

Prediction of benefits to Japan

50 companies (25% of the investment amount) to 
procure in Japan (assuming one company is 250 

million yen)
50 companies × 250 million yen = 12.5 billion yen

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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(6)
Verification of the infrastructure required to attract Japanese
companies and the possibility of investment by other service providers

Prospects of using policy support, etc. (consideration of the possibility of using tools 
such as inviting and dispatching experts, etc.) P.109

Studies required to embody project proposals for the business implementation stage, 
such as how toad dress requests and opinions from the relevant personnel of the 
target country

P.111

Possibility of rollout to other countries and the plan to promote such rollout P.114

Methods That Should be Taken by Japanese Companies Entering Business in India 
to Improve Cost Competitiveness 

P.117

Verification of businesses that may be participated in by Japan other than industrial 
estates and related businesses (i.e., industries such as housing, smart communities, 
water processing, security services, school lunches, and commuting)

P.120

Other necessary studies (such as impacts on the environment and society) P.124
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Prospects of using policy support, etc. (consideration of the possibility of using tools 
such as inviting and dispatching experts, etc.)
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Interview for supporting schemes 

Prospective utilization of policy support etc.

JICA

- Support for infrastructure 
development within the state by 
investment promotion program / 
industrial human resource 
development

- Expert dispatch system

- Support for industrial human 
resource development

- Road development around the Sanand 
III industrial park where the demand of 
Japanese companies is strong
·Expansion of industrial human resource 
development

- We have implemented program loans from Gujarat state, and the 
state government has made steady progress. In 2019, we will need to 
review together with other states.
→ Expect continuing support in road development and human 
resources development etc.

- Various investments

- Support local companies in 
Sanand III(industrial park or 
plug-and-play project) by 
dispatching experts / 
contacting with state 
government

Major support function

JETRO

AOTS

JOIN
DMIC Development 
Corporation
NSDC

How to use Comment / evaluation

- We have already dispatched several experts to India and it is 
not easy, although it is possible to consider new dispatching.

- Expert dispatch system

- The expert dispatch system is provided to Japanese 
companies not yet entering the target area and can be 
used if any company participates in project of Sanand III 
industrial park.
→ Utilization depending on business operator

- Support for industrial human 
resource development

- AOTS already has experience in textbooks and teacher training at Japanese-
style manufacturing schools in Gujarat, India, and can also support industrial 
human resources development at Sanand III industrial park
→ We would like to discuss with related people about the range(from the 
composition stage of industrial talent agencies) that can be supported next 
year.

- Various investments

- JOIN can consider investment in compound development including 
housing etc.
- NSDC can invest in proposals from private companies and 
educational institutions. Individual consultation is necessary for 
regulations.
→ We would like to negotiate the possibility of investment for industrial 
talent agency of the next and subsequent years.

 Summary of the concerns of institutions and related organizations related to the Sanand III industrial park 
and surrounding development system in order to enhance the attraction effect for Japanese companies.

(出所) ヒアリングに基づき、みずほ銀行国際戦略情報作成
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Studies required to embody project proposals for the business implementation stage, 
such as how toad dress requests and opinions from the relevant personnel of the 
target country
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Source: Creating World class industrial Infrastructure at Khoraj

Scheme for Local Human Resource Development  

 In the interview, Gujarat State Government GIDC had expects to establish Industrial Human Resources Development 
Organization in Sanand III Industrial Park

 As a result of the interview with the Japanese companies, there was a reply that "participation can be considered with 
models that are less burdensome on land and facilities, etc.", and the possibility of partnership with each related 
organization as summarized as below.

Supportive Organization 

Tangible Assets –
Land 

Tangible Assets –
Building Machinery  

Operations

・Gujarat Government, GIDC

・New or Existing Indian-Japanese 
Company Collaboration
・DICDC、JICA、NSDC 

・New or Existing Indian-Japanese 
Company Collaboration

・Request to arrange land for Technical & Vocational Training 
Centre.

・Overall operation of the technical and vocational training 
centre.
・Creating programs and educational contents.

Others ・AOTS etc.

・Supportive activities to contribute toward education & 
training of local human resources like deploying experienced 
instructors.  

・Holding & Maintenance of assets by India – Japan JV 
company. 
・Funding(provisional) by DICDC、JICA、NSDC for necessary 
assets like building, machinery & equipment, furniture & 
fixtures etc.

Support Contents

Policy trends of Indian government and states



Efforts of the Indian government
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Policy trends of Indian government and states

Make in India
（Manufacturing Promotion 
in 25 industries）

In September 2015, 25 industries that the government intends to promote particularly for the promotion of employment and investment in 
India were announced

Automotive Parts, Automotive, Aviation, Biotechnology, Chemistry, Construction, Defense Manufacturing, Electrical Machinery, Electronic 
System Design and Manufacturing, Food Processing, IT and BPM, Leather, Media and Entertainment, Mining, Oil & Gas, Pharmaceuticals, 
Harbor, Railway , Highway / Highway, Renewable Energy, Space, Textile, Thermal Power Generation, Tourism / Hospitality, Health

Smart City Mission
(Urbanization of 600 
million people)

In June 2015, the Indian government(Ministry of Urban Development) announced guidelines for “Smart City 100 development project”
"Mission Statement & Guidelines" was announced, and in February 2016 the first 20 cities were selected. Each city will be awarded 5 

billion rupees in 2 years and will respond to 6 main items. ① E-Governance ② Waste Management ③ Water Management ④ Energy 
Management ⑤ Urban Transportation ⑥ Others. It is estimated that 600 million people will migrate to urban areas by 2031.

Skill India
(Industrial Human 
Resource Development)

In July 2015 the Indian government announced a campaign targeting 400 million human resources development by 2022
Policies such as National Skill Development Mission, National Policy for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship(2015), Pradhan 
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) and Skill Loan scheme were announced as a human resources development policy for 
promoting employment in India, and The National Skill Development Corporation India (NSDC) is supporting various industrial 
human resource development projects.

Invest India and Ease of
doing business
(Business environment 
improvement)

Various policies to improve India's business environment and attract overseas investment
Established “Invest India” to promote PR towards investors and support investors. State governments also proceeded with the 

establishment of “single window” and simplification of procedures through on-line. The World Bank announced the investment 
index "Ease of doing business“-ranked 142nd from 2014 rose to 77th in 2018. Aiming for 50th place and keep working on improving 
business improvement.

 Below is a summary of policies that are thought to affect Indian markets and industries and efforts between Japan and India
 From these policy trends, not only strengthening existing industries such as automobiles, automobile parts, machinery and equipment, but 

also industries such as electronics, energy (energy saving, efficiency of power generation / transmission and distribution, renewable 
energy, etc.), resources, environment, urban infrastructure (houses · buildings) are also considered to be important as well.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Possibility of rollout to other countries and the plan to promote such rollout
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Comparison of production (Sales) volume of Automotive (4w, 2w) and topics of other countries around India

Regarding Japanese companies operating Pakistan

Possibility of rollout to other countries 

Comparison sheet of other countries around India

Bangladesh Pakistan Sr i  Lanka

Current
・Japanese automotibe industries is difficult to
enter to market because supplementary duty and
tariff are high.

×
・Total production volume in 2017 is 250,740 units
* Record the highest production volume ever
・Market size is expanding after 2015.

○ · Used car market is mainstream. ×

Future
・There is no prospect of revising the tax system
and policies.

×

· In the first half of the 2020s, annual sales volume is expected to
reach about 500,000 units.
・Japanese and Korean automobile companies is considering local
production after 2019.

○
· Local production is difficult from small
population size and high worker wages etc.

×

Summarry
・As long as there is no amendment to the tax
system and policies, there is no opotunity for the
development of automobile related industries.

×
・Japanese companies (Suzuki, Toyota and Honda) occupy more than
95% of 4W market, and they are considering to expand manufacuturing
volume.

○
· Main market of used cars and imported cars is
expected to continue.

×

Current
・Honda is operating two factories, and the
production volume is 180,000 per a year.

△

・Production volume reached approximately 250 milion units in
FY2016-2017.
・Honda is holding maximam share (39.8%) and their production capacity
is 135 milion units.
・Yamaha's production volume is 30 thousand units in 2015.
・Suzuki's production volume is 19 thousand units in 2016.

○ · Used car market is mainstream. ×

Future
・Depending on Honda's business trends, other
Japanese manufacturers may enter.

△

· The motorcycle market is expected to grow steadily due to the
improvement of income level.
· Increase trend of domestically produced motorcycles in low price
range.
· Yamaha's production goals for 30 to 400 thousand units per year by
2020.

○
· Local production is difficult from small
population size and high worker wages etc.

×

Summarry
・2W market may expand if Honda will establish
supply chain in Bangladesh.

△

· Low-priced motorcycles of local companies which are OEMs of
Chinese manufacturers are on the rise. Meanwhile, Honda motorcycles
have established an image as a luxury brand.
· Business expansion of Japanese companies is expected to proceed.

○
· Main market of used cars and imported cars is
expected to continue.

×
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Number of Operat ing
Japanese compan ies

269 companies
(As of May 2018)

* Numerous advancements in the form of a Liaison office

83 companies
(As of Aug 2017)

130 companies
(As of Jul 2016)

Number of
Japanese OEM

compan ies

1company
*Honda

3 companies
*Suzuki・Honda・Yamaha

0

0
6 companies

*Suzuki・Toyota・Honda・Isuzu・Hino・Daihatsu
＊Scheduled to re-enter Nissan production in 2020

0

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources



 Improvement of the environment for Japanese automobile-related enterprises to easily advance through 
maintenance of Japanese exclusive industrial park and adoption of asset-light P & P factory
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Phase 1

Phase 2

 In India neighboring countries, Pakistan has the highest expansion potential of the automobile market, so 
the Japanese government is expected to promote deployment

 Field survey on automobile market in Pakistan
 Pakistan's exclusive industrial park feasibility study

 Japanese manufacturers (Suzuki, Toyota, Honda) have a share of 95% or more in the automobile market in Pakistan, and the need for 
Japanese industrial park will increase in near future. 

 Regarding the motorcycle market, Honda has the largest market share, and Yamaha has also set up a production increase system, so 
the market is expected to remain bright in the future. 

 Many suppliers' expansion into both automobiles and motorcycles has been examined, and the needs of Japanese industrial parks are 
expected to increase.

 In the moment, Japanese manufacturing companies is difficult to build a manufacturing supply chain because supplemental duties and 
tariff are high in Bangladesh. However Honda had started to operate a new motorcycle factory, there is a possibility that the motorcycle 
market will expand in the future. Domestic industrial parks are not chronically available and industrial park needs are still high.

 As Sri Lanka is the mainstream used car market with a small population size, we can not expect future expansion of the market.

Measures to promote deployment of the Japanese government

Possibility of rollout to other countries 

Comparison sheet of other countries around India

Bangladesh Pakistan Sr i Lanka

Current

・There is no Japanese industrial park in recent.
・Sumitomo Corp. is now developing Araihazar
industrial park which is first Japanese industrial
park in Bangladesh.

×
・There is no Japanese industrial park in recent.
・Yamaha is operating a plant in Bin Qasim industrial park located at
near Karachi.

× ・There is no Japanese industrial park in recent. ×

Future
Depending on 2W market trends, the need of
Japanese industrial park may high.

△

· Both automobiles and motorcycles have ample opportunities for
business expansion of Japanese companies up to supporting industries,
and the demand for Japanese exclusive industrial parks is expected to
increase in the future

○
· Mainstream markets of used cars and imported
cars continue, thus the demand in the Japanese
industrial park is expected to remain weak.

×

Japanese
industr ial  park for

automot ive
industr ies

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Methods That Should be Taken by Japanese Companies Entering Business in India to Improve 
Cost Competitiveness 
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Organize tasks of Japanese companies' advance in India

Methods That Should be Taken by Japanese Companies Entering Business in India to Improve Cost Competitiveness 

External
factors

 People in India are still highly cost-conscious, and there is only a limited need for high-end products, in which 
Japanese companies excel at. The volume zones cannot be captured due to the mismatch between the 
specifications of the products of Japanese manufacturers and the local market’s needs.

Internal 
factors

 Japanese companies considering entry into the overseas market often point out the limited availability of local 
human resources. This may be due to the ineffective use of Indian human resources or the slowness of 
globalization. The key to success is how to proactively use the intelligence levels found in India.

Low-price market

Suitability with the Indian market

Limited needs for high-quality 
products

Appetite for risk involving India

Global production strategy

Globalization and the effective use 
of local human resources

Weak infrastructure

Industrial clusters 

yet to be formed

 Not many Japanese companies are able to capture the volume zone in the Indian market by offering inexpensive 
and low-quality products. They tend to stick to the production of high-spec products or are reluctant to invest in 
business in India.

 Most of the companies considering entry into the Indian market have already invested in China or other ASEAN 
countries. They recognize the potential of the Indian market but are also concerned about lowering the operation 
rates of the factories in other countries as a result of newly establishing a large-scale factory in India.

 Projects are often delayed in India and some are not executed as planned, thus causing difficulty in recovering 
the invested amount/receivables. The inability to achieve originally planned production often makes companies 
reluctant to start local production.

 Price competition is very high in India, which means low profitability for business operators. Many manufacturers 
have given up on the idea of operating in India due to the long period of time required to achieve net profit for a 
year and the low prospect of recovering capital expenditures for plant construction. 

 Manufacturing cost reduction through local sourcing is critical for the manufacturing of inexpensive-but-high-
quality products. However, many high-quality parts are unavailable in India due to the low level of industrial 
clustering.

 It is difficult for high-tech industries to operate stable local production in India due to weak infrastructure, such 
as involving electricity and water.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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 The following is the concept of possible target areas of Japanese companies, divided into four according to product price and quality.
 Some Japanese companies have purchased Indian companies so as to enter business areas where a Japanese company cannot enter 

independently.

Expected quality High

High

Low

Low

Entry 
by 

export

Price

Exporting facilities to India

* In India, the need for price is limited, so 
it will not strengthen cost 
competitiveness. In addition, the market 
size is limited and full-scale market entry 
is difficult.

Entry into 
the market 

via 
acquisition

Acquisition of local companies

【Measures to strengthen cost competition】
* Invested in local companies that already 
succeed
* Expanding business to areas that can not 
be expanded by themselves

Entry into 
the market 
via a joint 
venture or 

by 
investing 
capital 

independe
ntly

Local production and sales

【Measures to strengthen cost competition】
* Product development for the locality
* Cost reduction requires improvement of 
local procurement ratio

Target Areas of Japanese Companies (Concept)

Difficult to start business

Owned by emerging 
countries

Cost reduction by 
localization

Owned by industrialized 
countries

• Japanese facilities 
(acquisition)

• Japanese home 
electronics (sole 
capital)

• Japanese 
automobiles (sole 
capital)

• Japanese daily 
necessities

Methods That Should be Taken by Japanese Companies Entering Business in India to Improve Cost Competitiveness 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Verification of businesses that may be participated in by Japan other than industrial 
estates and related businesses (i.e., industries such as housing, smart communities, 
water processing, security services, school lunches, and commuting)
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Validating & Identifying Possible Businesses for Investment 

OverviewValidating Businesses Assessment Result

Industrial
Workers Training

Establishing industrial worker 
training institute and starting 
human resources development 
business.

- As many automobile manufacturers has presence from last 10 years in target area,
Its quite challenging to recruiting industrial workers.
- Primarily there is demand for industrial training and skill development institutes like Japanese-style Monozukuri
School (JIM - Japan-India Institute for Manufacturing) supported by Japanese govt. and Japanese investors has 
also shown interest to establish such business in Sanand III.

Residence &
Service Apartments

Residence &
service apartments 
business

- At present, there are is existence of residence & services apartments for Japanese, affordable 
houses for workers but demand for residence by managerial & worker class is expected to increase 
with industrialization in target area.
- Based on interview with investors, Sanand area may have limited demand of residence as it is within 
the range of 30mins of commutable by car from Ahmedabad city and  needs of residence is 
comparatively more in metropolitan cities like Delhi and Osaka. Therefore there are limited Japanese 
companies prioritizing the target area for investment in residence sector.

Common services to be 
utilized by Japanese 
manufacturing companies in 
subject area 

Common Services
（Meals, Commute, 

Safety etc.）

As a result of interview with Japanese Investors as in other Indian industrial estate common 
services business is conducted and high demand of such services are expected.  
There are several companies showing interest in Plug & Play Model and keen to consider for 
conducting feasibility study. As for security, there are Japanese companies considering to  
participate not only security services but also including equipment and systems aspects.

Centralized and Individual 
Effluent Treatment

Effluent Treatment

- Based on interviews with stakeholders, zero discharge is mandatory & effluent is treated by 
each manufacturing units in target area therefore there is possibility of setting up CETP by 
Industrial estate investors and treatment plant(ETP/STP) by each individual company.
- There is possibility to invest in effluent treatment business by respective stakeholders if there 
are any procurement requirements by manufacturing industries. 

Factory industrial waste 
and waste recycling 
business.

Industrial Waste
Treatment

- Based on interviews with stakeholders, though there is high demand for waste treatment, 
its challenging for Japanese companies to invest in such business as these services are 
offered at very competitive prices in by local competitors.

Possibility
Of Business

○

△

○

△

×

Assessment for Possibility of Japanese Companies to Invest in Industrial Estate & Related Businesses.

 Identifying possibility for Japanese companies to invest in industrial estate & related businesses. Japanese Companies by Interviewing the respective industries 
stakeholders.

 Investment Possibility: ○:Investors has interest and keen to conduct feasibility,△: On certain conditions, conducting feasibility is possible, ×: No interest in 
investment.

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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• Establish a training institution for industrial human resources in Sanand III and promote mastery of knowledge and skills to be a base for working in 
Japanese companies such as vocational training. Built a structure which work on weekdays and learn skills on weekends, with the support of the 
local government.

• Some Japanese companies are interested in business with local partner at Sanand III, and we would like to proceed with discussions with 
stakeholders for concretization.

 Currently, 2 projects for developing industrial human resources by Japanese companies supported by the Japanese government such as the 
Japanese-style Monozukuri School (JIM) are being implemented near Ahmedabad, but by the year 2030 there are nearly 200,000 employments is 
assumed necessary to cultivate to satisfy further industrial human resources. Owing to requests from the state government, we will train 
industrial human resources by Japanese operators at Sanand III.

Project Outline

Possibility and Points to Note on Industrial Human Resource Development Project

Merit and Remarks:
• The project is expected to hire excellent industrial human resources that would be the concerns of companies in Sanand 3 
• It is difficult for business operators to draw revenue models, and it is also necessary to seek cooperation such as partnerships of Indian 

educational institutions and investment by local governments. We would like to seek the cooperation of the state government especially for 
the land, buildings and facilities that will be a burden.

Industrial 
Human 

Resources 
Development 
Organization

Establishment of Industrial 
Human Resources 
Development Organization 
at Sanand III to provide 
educational opportunities 
for local talent to get a job 
at a Japanese company

From 12th Oct, 2018 - Times of India

There is report that half of Ahmedabad's workers are composed by people 
from other states. Some Japanese company said, "There is not enough 
fostering of industrial human resources in vicinity of Ahmedabad."

Resource: Based on various materials, Mizuho Bank global strategic advisory department made.

Assessment for Possibility of Japanese Companies to Invest in Industrial Estate & Related Businesses.
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• Japanese operator offers shared services to Japanese companies located in the Japanese-only area of Sanand III. Tenant companies can 
reduce process and cost of arranging.

• Commuting buses, cafeterias, clinics and administrative support services are also being implemented in other areas of India, and their needs 
are high. Japanese operators also shows interest in participation for such kind of businesses.

 In the survey conducted to India's Japanese manufacturing industry, "Shared Services" shows the highest number 
(25% of the total) as a function required for industrial parks, and Japanese potential operators could provide the 
following projects.

Project Outline

Potential of shared service and remarks in SanandⅢ

Merit and Remarks:
• Especially for small and medium-sized enterprises, since their internal resources are limited, demand for shared 

services is large.
• Specifically, it is expected to shorten lead time, reduce initial investment, and reduce running cost.

工業団地および関連事業の他で日本から参加可能な事業検証

提供機能 具体例

① 土地・建屋の手配 ・日本企業専用工業団地内に準備・提供

② 会社設立・許認可
    取得申請支援

・申請書類作成、州政府との折衝支援

③ 共通インフラの提供
・道路、受電設備、給水タンク、排水処理、守衛、ファーストエイド、
　緑化など

④ 事業インフラの提供
・内陸輸送・倉庫・組付等、物流機能、製造設備、原材料供給、
　完成品在庫・輸出

⑥人事総務情報共有会 ・社長会、人事・総務系インド人幹部会実施

⑤ 共通機能の提供

・総務ｻｰﾋﾞｽ（食堂、通勤用乗合バスほか）、各種マネジメント
　サポート
・各種保険付保、IT環境整備、工場常備品在庫・供給、
　ユニフォーム

立上げ

リードタイム

の短縮

初期投資

の低減

ランニング・

コストの低減

メリット

Japanese Investor provides shared service in commuting bus,
Cafeteria for worker, clinic and administrative services.  

Administrative service like
Incorporation

HR, negotiation with government 
officials

And others

Japanese manufacturer 

Validation of projects that can be participating from Japan, other than industrial parks and related projects

Resource: Based on various materials, Mizuho Bank global strategic advisory department made.
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Other necessary studies (such as impacts on the environment and society)



Consent/Clearance from Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) and Other Applicable Environmental Regulations

• EC(Environment Clearance) is required ONLY IF a project or activities industry falls under Category A or B in the 
Schedule of Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification.

• Be noted that there are types of manufactures that fall under none of these categories and are not required to 
take EC.

• EC is generally not required for

Auto components or assembly / Home electronics / Textile industry (cotton garment) /

Plastic compound

• EC is generally required for

Chemical fertilizer / Pesticide / Synthetic organic chemicals (dyes, dyes intermediate) /

Integrated paint industry / Metallurgical industries

• In order to establish a project, it is generally required to obtain CTE(Certificate to Establish) or NOC(Non 
Objection Certificate) before establishing a project (i.e. before construction), pursuant to ( i) The Water 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act (Water Act), 1974, and (ii)The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 
Act, 1981(Air Act)

• 2Exempted if the relevant industry falls under “Small Scale” and 168 small cottage industries having no pollution 
published under the Office Order of GPCB

※If the amount of investment is less than 50 Million Rs, it is “Small Scale”.

Environmental Clearance

if required, before 
construction

Consent to Establish

before construction

Consent to Operate

before starting opetation

Category of 
Consent/Clearance from 

GPCB, etc.

• To start operation of a project, it is required to obtain CC&A(Consolidated Consent & Authorization)or Consent to 
Operate before the operation pursuant to The Water Act, The Air Act and The Hazardous and Other Waste 
(Management and Transboundary Movement) Rules 2016, as amended under Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 
(Hazardous and Other Wastes Rules).

• Anyone who want to start operating a project and there is no exemption for CC&A.

※General Development Control Regulations governing the relevant area also have certain 

pollution control regulations
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Details should be confirmed by GPCB`s Web site（www.gpcb.gov.in）

Other necessary studies 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources



Other environmental regulations which might be applicable
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i. The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and Rules, 1975
ii. The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 and Rules, 1982
iii. The Environmental Protection Act, 1986 (EPA)

1. The Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 2006
2. The Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000
3. The Hazardous and Other Wastes (Management and Transboundary

Movement) Rules 2016
4. The Plastic Waste Management Rules, 2016
5. The Bio-Medical Waste Management Rules, 2016
6. The Construction and Demolition Waste Management Rules, 2016
7. The E-Waste (Management) Rules, 2016
8. The Batteries (Management & Handling) Rules, 2001 as amended
9. The Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous Chemical Rules, 1989
10. The Rules for the Manufacture, Use, Import, Export and storage of

Hazardous Micro-Organism Genetically Engineered Organism Cell, 1989
11. The Ozone Depleting Substance (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000
12. The Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification, 2011
13. Utilization of Fly Ash- Notification of Direction, 1999 as amended till date
14. Eco-mark Resolution, 1991

iv. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991
v. The Environmental Audit Scheme, 1996

Other necessary studies 

Sources: Compiled by the Global Strategic Advisory Department of MHBK based on data from various public sources
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Disclaimer

The report has been organized to provide opinions based on the analysis by the experts, 

supported by extensive collection of information and hearings in India and Japan. The opinions 

of this report is those of Mizuho Bank and is formulated without aiming to incorporate the 

opinions of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) of Japan.


